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Racers Highlight Two-A-Day
Practice With Scrimmage
—See Sports

INSIDE: Secretary Of State Grayson Calls Conversation With Fletcher 'Awkward'
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U.S. raises
threat level
"It was sophisticated, it had it
lot of members and it was international in scope," said
Chertoff. "It was in some
respects suggestive of an alQaida plot."
"lie added, however. that
"because the investigation ti
still underway we cannot yei
form a definitive conclusion." :
Chertoff said the plotters:
were in the final stages of plary:
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — fling before execution. "Wei
The terror scheme disrupted in were really getting quite close tti
London is "suggestive of an al- the execution phase," he saiit:
Qaida plot," the Bush adminis- He said it was unclear whedni
tration said today as it issued its the alleged plot was linked td
highest terrorism alert ever for the upcoming fifth anniversary
commercial flights from Britain of the Sept. 11 strikes.
Attorney General Alberto
to the United States and raised
said the operation
Gonzales
the threat level for all domestic
could "potentially kill hundreds
and international flights.
Homeland Security Secretary of innocent people." Britain said
Michael Chertoff said there was 21 people had been arrested,
no indication of plotting in the including the alleged "main
United States but said officials players" in the plot.
FBI Director Robert Mueller
cannot assume that the terror
also
pointed at al-Qaida. 'This
had
been
operation in Britain
had the earmarks of an al-Qaida
completely thwarted.
The administration raised the plot," he said.
Chertoff said it envisioned
threat level for flights from
Britain to "red," designating a multiple explosions in multiple
severe risk of terrorist attacks. aircraft.
The new security measures
All other flights, including all
domestic flights in the United caused long backups and delays
States, were put under an at airport security checkpoints
"orange," alert — one step throughout the United States
and around the world. "Ws gas
below the highest level.
some very serious and
The U.S. governftient banned taking
measures,"
inconvenient
all liquids and gels from flights,
said. He said it was
including toothpaste, makeup, Chertoff
have more protecsuntan lotion. Baby formula and advisable to
it back.
scale
and
tion
medicines were exempted.
The alleged...plot was "as
Chertoff said the alleged plot
as any we have
appeared to be engineered by al- sophisticated
as far as teryears
recent
in
seen
Qaida, the terrorist group that
carried out the Sept. II, 2001,
attack against the United States. •See Page 3A

Action in
response
to threat
in Britain

GREG 'TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

MOBILE HOME FIRE: Members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Scw1 examine the burned portion of a mobile
on
home Wednesday. Emergency personnel received a call for assistance at approximately 10 a.m. at a residence
damheavy
received
home
the
of
end
east
The
School.
Elementary
East
County's
Calloway
of
Ryman Street northeast
age, according to CCFR Chief Greg Cherry. The cause of the blaze is currently unknown. Members of the Calloway
County chapter of the American Red Cross were on the scene assisting the family. The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department also responded. Five trucks with 14 firemen responded. No injuries were reported.

Purchase, Murray awarded funds
for mobile computers, 911 upgrade
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Purchase area emergency
services agencies have been
granted $917,144 in funding for
the purchase of first-responder
mobile data computers while
additional money will be provided for city and county agencies to upgrade 911 communications infrastructure.
Although he could not provide a county by county breakdown concerning how the funds
will be allocated, Jason Keller,
deputy director of the state
Office of Homeland Security,
said this morning that the
Murray Police Department
would also receive funding to
upgrade the city's 911 system.
"The Purchase area is the
recipient of $917,144.70,"
Keller said. "Also, the city of
Murray has received $34,837.50
to upgrade the 911 system
there."
According to Jeff Steen.

director of Calloway County
Emergency Management, agencies in Purchase area counties
applied for a total of $3 million
in funding for the installation of
mobile data computers that will
allow police officers to access
national databanks directly from
their vehicles.
John Anderson with the
Purchase Area Development
District that worked with the
counties in applying for the
funds, said this morning that
PADD officials will not know
exactly how much of the allocation would be coming to
Calloway or any ather county
until PADD officials implement
an agreement among the participants.
"An agreement amongst the
members of the regional citizen's corp, of which Jeff Steen
is a member, will determine how
that will be done," Anderson
said. "The agreement was that,
when we received the dollar

amount, we would break that
dollar amount down by percentage — like if we got half everybody would get half (of what
they asked for), or if we got a
third, then everybody would get
a third."
Anderson said PADD's
Regional Citizen's Corp. would
decide how the money would be
allocated based on the agreement.
Steen said this morning that
the county applied for $515,748
to install the MDC's in patrol
cars for Murray Police,
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department and Murray State
University Public Safety.
Fletcher
-Ernie
Gov.
announced the awards in a new
release Wednesday. On June I,
the state received $26,935,831
in 2006 grant funds. Of the total,
$14,385,100 was provided to the
state as discretionary funds for
local and state agencies.
"Today's announcement rep-

resents an investment in the
safety of our Commonwealth's
communities and families,"
Fletcher said. "This year's
grants focus on the areas of
greatest need for our first
responders and reward the highest scoring grant applications.
This is evidenced by the fact
that 69 percent of our discretionary dollars are going to support the emergency communications capabilities of our first
responders. It is essential that
these individuals have the
resources and equipment they
need to effectively serve and
protect Kentucky."
Local agencies across the
state will receive more than
$6.47 million toward the purchase of mobile data computers
for installation in first response
vehicles. The total includes $3
million utilized from the Unified
Criminal Justice Information

III See Page 2A

Dexter native's death may be homicide
Staff Report
SELMER, Tenn. — McNairy County
Sheriff Ricky Roten said he expects to
charge someone today in the death of a
Dexter. Ky., native.
Ruth Lynn Sigrist, 22. died at 9:05 p.m.
Monday in Selmer. Roten's department has
been investigation her shooting death as a
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homicide.
Roten said Sigrist was practicing target
shooting with another person at her Selmer
home. The sheriff's department received a
call at 8:21 p.m. Monday that somebody
was injured.
Roten said Sigrist was shot in the head
with a gun and died on the way to the hospital
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The incident has been investigated as a
homicide because Roten said the injury did
not appear to be a self-inflicted wound or an
accident.
Someone had been arrested in connection with the investigation, but that person
was not identified. Roten also wouldn't say
who was with Sigrist when she was shot.

AP
An armed police officer patrols outside the Houses of
Parliament in central London today. British authorities thwarted a terrorist plot to blow up several aircraft in flight between
the United States and the United Kingdom using explosives
smuggled ip hand luggage. officials said.

Character Counts
RESPONSIBILITY
• Do what you are supposed to do
• Persevere: keep on trying!
• Always do your best
• Use self-control
• Be seN-discIplined
• Think before you act — consider the consequences
• Be accountable for your choices
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Calloway gets road repair funding

PoliceFirdoes

By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
Calloway County has been
allocated $170,000 in road
repair funding that will be used
to improve the condition of two
county roadways and replace a
bndge on Beane Road.
Fletcher
Ernie
Gov.
announced the allocation in a
news release saying the funding
reflects a commitment from his
administration to work with
local governments to improve
transportation infrastructure.
"As we build strong communities across the commonwealth,
it is vital that road projects
improve safety and enhance
economic opportunities," he
said.
Calloway County Judge-.
Executive Larry Elkins said
Wednesday that he had also
received an e-mail of a draft
memorandum agreement earlier
this week from Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet officials
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
saying the funds have been desthis concrete-slab bridge on
of
replacement
the
for
allocated
been
has
funding
state
New
ignated for replacement of the
has
bridge as well as paving Beane Road as well as improvements to Squire Holland Road and Kline Trail. The bridge
cross.
to
children
of
load
bus
11-ton
a
to
10
allow
not
will
which
to
Squire a weight limit of seven tons
improvements
Holland Road, located off U.S.
approved for $170,000 to put would prevent a school bus from said. "It is so important to pro641 North near Ky. 80, and
toward the replacement of a having to navigate a narrow, vide safe bridges and roadways
Kline Trail, located southeast of
bridge on Beane Road where the twisting two- to three-mile for our county."
New Concord in the Fort
Executive Cabinet Secretary
weight limit won't allow school stretch of roadway running
Heiman area.
Robbie Rudolph said Winters
bus traffic," Elkins said. "We'll north from Pottertown Road.
There is also a possibility of
"It will save us several miles and Rep. Melvin Henley, Rbe able to replace that and we'll
funding for other projects.
also have some funding for once we can cross that," Murray, had worked diligently
"We've applied for funding
improvements to the two roads." Johnson said. "We have some with Fletcher's office on the
from several different state proThe Beane Road bridge, people up there in that area off matter. "And we appreciate
grams and we've just been
located just off Highway 732 Geurin Road and I'm having to their hard work," he said.
"We continue to work to
south toward Pottertown Road, send people up from Pottertown
is a concrete-slab structure with Road to that area. If we get a make Calloway County roads
a posted weight limit of 7 tons. new bridge they can just come safer, and we appreciate Gov.
Due to a reporter's error, a Mike Johnson, director of trans- in off Irvin Cobb."
Fletcher's help in making this
mistake was made concerning portation for Calloway County
Sen. Ken Winter, R-Murray, happen," Henley said.
the candidacy of a Hazel resiAccording to the release,
Schools, said the average bus had informed Elkins and the
dent for the city's mayor post in
have
governments
tons when Calloway County Fiscal Court local
10
about
weighs
Wednesday's newspaper. Kerry
state
additional
more
received
in
noted
He
allocation.
the
about
aboard,
With
youngsters
L. Vasseur, of Main Street, empty.
funding for their local road syswas
he
that
release
Fletcher's
tons
few
a
could
weigh
bus
a
identiHazel, was mistakenly
pleased to have a part in bring- tems in the past two years than
fied as "her." Vasseur is a male. more.
at any other time in the history
Replacement of the bridge ing the funds back home.
"I am very pleased to have of the Commonwealth.
The Murray Ledger & limes
Elkins pointed out that the
been a part of providing these
strives to ensure accurate and
for funds comes from Kentucky's
funds
much-needed
fair reporting; however misNOTICE
takes occasionally occur. It is
Calloway County," Winters gas taxes.
• The Calloway County
the Ledger's policy to correct
Board of Education will meet
errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916.
tonight at 6 in the Day
Center/AEC.
Treatment
Agenda items include adoping and exercise programs,
From Front
tion of Section 125 Flexible
$900,000 to promote the state's
Benefit Plan.
Citizen Awareness and Outreach
program.
(UCJIS)
System
Council
City
Murray
•The
Program, and $1.3 million to
or
receive
also
will
Agencies
will meet at 630 tonight at city
vulnerability assesshall. The agenda includes the benefit from more than $4.9 mil- continue
the state's critical
of
ments
infracommunications
in
lion
first-reading of an ordinance
the
through
infrastructure
Or
equipment
to require monument-style structure,
Community
Kentucky
centers.
911
local
to
upgrades
and
South
121
Ky.
on
signs
Funding to state agencies Preparedness Program.
municipal orders amending
Additionally, the Kentucky
to directly support
designated
regarding
policies
personnel
MURRAY
N.
641
HWY.
Police will receive
State
responders
local
of
efforts
the
a time-trading policy for
753-1725 Or
complete the
Murray Fire Department a include nearly $1.3 million for $990,000 to
project across
leave-sharing policy for other the state's first responder train- Mutual Aid
The
employees.
city
finance/personnel committee
will meet at 6 to discuss the
2006 tax rate and MFD's new
policy.
III The Murray Independent
Board of Education is scheduled to meet at 7 tonight at
k
Murray High School; not the
Administration
Carter
Building. On the agenda for
the meeting is recognition of
district governor's scholars.
various school and department reports, annual financial
reports, and an executive
session concerning litigation.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Correction

Town Crier

Murray State University Police Department
• A bicycle was reported stolen off campus at 9:59 a.m. Tuesday.
Murray Police Department was notified.
Murray Police Department
• Someone came into the station to report a theft at 9:37 a.m.
Monday.
• A sexual assault was investigated at a Sycamore Street location at 12:12 p.m. Monday.
• Dena G. Oakley, 37. of New Concord, was arrested Monday for
third-degree assault, disorderly conduct and resisting arrest.
• Murray-Calloway County Hospital personnel requested an
abuse investigation at 1:07 p.m. Monday.
• Someone came into the station at 2:48 p.m. Monday to report
a theft.
• Someone came into the station at 4:20 p.m. Monday to report
a robbery.
• Eric Jones, 22, of Hardin, and Randy Bradford, 22. of Murray,
were arrested for second-degree criminal trespassing after officers responded to a burglary at the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
house at 16th and Main streets. The incident was already reported in the newspaper.
• Roderick Frimprong, 21, of Murray, was arrested for trafficking
drugs within 1,000 yards of a school when a MPD officer was
assistiqg a MSU officer with a possible stolen bicycle incident on
campus.
• Extra patrol was requested Tuesday after someone had
sneaked in to swim at the pool at Central Park the last five
nights.
• Extra patrol was requested Tuesday at 911 N. 16th St. because
someone was stealing items from the front of the house and driving across the yard.
• A theft was reported at MSU Public Safety at 10 a.m. Tuesday.
• Someone came into the station at 1:06 p.m. Tuesday to report
an assault.
• An injury crash was reported at Sycamore and Richardson
streets at 1:10 p.m. Tuesday.
• Someone came into the station at 2:29 p.m. Tuesday to report
checks stolen.
• A theft was reported at 5:59 p.m. Tuesday at Lovett Bros BP.
• Someone came into the station at 7:05 p.m. Tuesday to report
an assault that happened at Hardee's.
• A theft was reported at 500 N. Cherry St. at 8:03 p.m. Tuesday.
• A burglary was reported at 1510 Diuguid Drive at 8:49 p.m.
Tuesday.
• Calloway County Sheriff's Department reported an assault to
MPD at 7:52 a.m. Wednesday.
• A burglary was reported at 1402 Hillwood Drive at 3:53 p.m.
Wednesday.
• A purse was reported stolen from Wal-Mart at 4:04 p.m.
Wednesday.
• Jennifer Hopper, 18, of Murray, was served with a warrant
charging her with complicity to commit second-degree burglary
and receiving stolen property more than $300 at 7:02 p.m.
Wednesday at 1318 Main St.
Murray Fire Department
• A tractor fire was reported at 2:16 p.m. Wednesday at the
Murray Electric System substation behind Hih Burger.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• Four firefighters in two trucks responded to a power line down
that started a field fire at the corner of Almo Road and Ky. 464
about 6:30 p.m. Wednesday. The blaze was contained to a small
area and CCFR remained at the scene until West Kentucky
Rural Electric Coop. Corp. arrived.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.
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Kentucky providing all First
Responders with the ability to
communicate, via voice communications, during an event, by
the end of 2006.
The state is also investing
more than $1.4 million in
upgrades for the Kentucky
National Guard's communications capabilities, $360,000 to
support the Commonwealth's
transportation security initiative,
$137,800 in supplemental fund-

ing for the Metropolitan
Medical Response System
directed to support the Central
Kentucky Blood Center, and
more than $523,000 to enhance
the
of
capabilities
the
Intelligence Fusion Center.
A recent SAFECOM report
highlighting communications
interoperability and 911 as the
state's most pressing needs
among first responders.
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GOSPEL MEETING
August 13-16

4 KIRKSEY
CHURCH OF CHRIST

GREG TRAVISiLedger & Times
Department paints white
Grounds
University's
State
of
Murray
Short
Stuart
SUNDAY:
PREPARING FOR A SOCCER
stripes on the soccer field adjacent to MSU's Curds Center. Short said the field was being prepared for a weekend soccer exhibition. He said the paint being used would last approximately one week and then the field would have to be
repainted. For information on the Lady Racers' exhibition, see today's Ledger sports section.

Speaker: Lexie B. Ray

A Great Company
And A Great Agent

NJ

PP

Minister of Fairdealing Church of Christ

SUNDAY MORNING SERVICES:
BIBLE STUDY - 10:00 a.m.
PREACHING - 10:50 a.m.
SUNDAY EVENING SERVICE - 7:30 p.m.
MONDAY EVENING SERVICE - 700 p.m.
TUESDAY EVENING SERVICE - 700 p.m.
WEDNESDAY EVENING SERVICE - 7:00 p.m.
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AP
An armed police officer stands guard outside Terminal 4 at
London's Heathrow airport today. British authorities thwarted
a terrorist plot to blow up several aircraft in flight between the
United States and the United Kingdom using explosives
smuggled in hand luggage, officials said.

AF
today
Airport
line
JFK
check-in
at
Airlines
United
a
at
posted
New restrictions, prohibiting any liquids in carry-on luggage, are
in New York. U.S. air travelers poured out liquids, opened their bags for inspection and endured long waits Thursday as airports heightened secunty and some flights were canceled or delayed after the discovery of a terror plot aimed at airlines traveling from Britain to the United States.

British authorities thwart
terrorist plot to blow up •Level ...
From Front
several aircraft to U.S.
LONDON (AP) — British
authorities said today they had
thwarted a terrorist plot to
simultaneously blow up several
aircraft heading to the U.S.
using explosives smuggled in
hand luggage, averting what
police described as "mass murder on an unimaginable scale."
Officials raised security to its
highest level in Britain — suggesting a terrorist attack might
be imminent — and banned
carry-on luggage on all transAtlantic flights. Huge crowds
formed at security barriers at
London's Heathrow airport as
officials searching for explosives barred nearly every form
of liquid outside of baby formula.
U.S. Homeland Security
Secretary Michael, Chertoff said
the terrorists planned to use liquid explosives disguised as beverages and other common products and detonators disguised as
electronic devices.
The extreme measures at a
major international aviation hub
sent ripples throughout the
world. Heathrow was closed to
most flights from Europe, and
British Airways canceled all its
flights between the airport and
points in Britain, Europe and
Libya. Numerous flights from
U.S. cities to Britain were canceled.
Washington raised its threat
alert to its highest level for commercial flights from Britain to
the United States amid fears the
plot had not been completely
crushed. The alert for all flights
coming or going from the
United States was also raised
slightly.
Two U.S. counterterrorism
officials said the terrorists had
Airlines,
United
targeted
and
Airlines
American
Continental Airlines. They
spoke on condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of
the case.
A U.S. intelligence official
said the plotters had hoped to
target flights to major airports in
New York, Washington and
California.
British Home Secretary John
Reid said 21 people had been
arrested in London, its suburbs
and Birmingham following a
lengthy investigation, including
the alleged "main players" in the
plot. Searches continued in a
number of locations.
The suspects„..weke "homegrown," though it was not
immediately clear if they were
all British citizens, said a police
official who spoke on condition
of anonymity because of the
sensitivity of the case. Police
were working closely with the
South Asian community, the

official said.
The official said the plotters
intended to simultaneously target multiple planes bound for
the United States.
"We think this was an
extraordinarily serious plot and
we are confident that we've prevented an attempt to commit
mass murder on an unimaginable scale," Deputy Police
Commissioner Paul Stephenson
said.
Prime Minister Tony Blair,
vacationing in the Caribbean,
briefed President Bush on the
situation overnight.
White House spokesman
Tony Snow Said Bush also had
been briefed by his aides while
at his ranch in Crawford, Texas,
where he has been on vacation.
"We do believe the plot
involved flights from the U.K. to
the U.S. and was a direct threat
to the United States," Snow said.
Chertoff, the homeland security chief, said the plot had the
hallmarks of an operation
planned by al-Qaida, the terrorist group behind the Sept. 11
attack on the United States.
"It was sophisticated, it had a
lot of members and it was international in scope. It was in some
respects suggestive of an alQaida plot," Chertoff said.

rorism is concerned." Chertoff said.
Chertoff said there was no indication of
any plotting in the United States but the
United States was taking step to protect
against unseen threats or copycat attacks.
"We cannot assume that this threat has been
completely thwarted,- the secretary said.
"There's sufficient uncertainty as to
whether the British have scooped up everybody," Chertoff said.
British authorities said the plan envisioned bringing down a number of aircraft
with rnidflight explosions. Chertoff said the
terrorists planned to bring various bomb
components in a benign state aboard the
planes and combine them once the planes
were aloft to create and detonate explosive
devices.
Terrorists specifically had targeted
United, American and Continental airlines.
two U.S. counterterrorism officials said.
One said the terrorists had hoped to target
flights to major airports in New York,
Washington and California, all major summer tourist destinations.
American and United flights were turned
into terrorist weapons on Sept. 11, 2001,
when they were hijacked and crashed.
Hastily printed signs were posted at
major airports warning passengers in red
capital letters, "No liquid or gels permitted
beyond security."
It is the first time the red alert level in the
Homeland Security warning system has
been invoked, although there have been
brief periods in the past when the orange

AP
Homeland Security Secretary Michael Chertoff holds a press briefing today
Washington about the terror threat uncovered in Britah-i.
level was applied. Homeland Security have since been found and the FBI has said'
defines the red alert as designating a "severe neither they nor the still-missing eight are:
believed to be a threat.
risk of terrorist attacks."
As part of the foiled Bojinka Plot to blow:
Officials said the government has been
aware of the nature of the threat for several up 12 Western airliners simultaneously over
days, and President Bush was fully briefed. the Pacific Ocean in the mid-I990s, terrorist,
Initial word of the increased U.S. threat mastermind Ramzi Youssef planned to putlevel came in an overnight written statement together an improvised bomb using liquid in
a contact lens solution container. The metal
issued by Chertoff.
The plot was not believed to be connect- detector and X-ray machines at airport secu,
ed to the Egyptian students who disappeared rity checkpoints cannot detect such explo:
in the -United States more than a week ago sives. At many, but not all airport check:
before reaching a college they were sup- points, the TSA has deployed walkthrough.
posed to attend in Montana. Three of the 11 machines that can detect explosives residue:
IR
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FORUM
A glimmer of
hope for our
political future
Maybe he gets it.
With all the whippings Kentucky Republicans have taken
for the past year or so, some were given a glimpse of possible future hope -- and perhaps a future governor.
Secretary of State Trey Grayson, an up-and-corner on
either side .of. Kentucky's political scene, showed both during
Saturday's speaking at the annual Fancy
—
Farm Picnic in Graves County by setting
himself apart of the current administration's
woes and hinting at a possible gubernatorial run in 2007.
As one of only a handful of GOP
heavy-hitters to attend the political event in
western Kentucky (Gov. Ernie Fletcher and
Sens. Mitch McConnell and Jim Bunning
bypassed the event), Grayson voiced that
not all of the state's Republicans -- even
County
in Frankfort — are in full support of
those
Lines & City
Fletcher and the antics that will, most
Limits
By Eric Walker assuredly, define his term as governor.
-Three years ago I stood on this stage with
Ledger & Times
my fellow Republicans, and each of us sang a
Editor
variation of the same tune — we were going to
clean up the mess in Frankfort. With that refrain we didn't mean
simply continuing the partisan bickering — like you are hearing
over here — that too often has been a hallmark of Frankfort."
Grayson said Saturday. -We didn't mean justifying questionable
behavior because the other guy did it too. At least that's not what I
meant."
What's refreshing about that statement is Grayson
acknowledged the embarrassment of his own party's actions
that have resulted in ivestigations and indictments. But he
also stated these shenanigans are nothing new to Frankfort -a reference to alleged dealings by Democrats.
"When I said let's clean up the mess in Frankfort, I meant we
needed to change the whole culture in Frankfort, because state government was broken."
These are words all Kentuckians -- Republican and Democrat — should keep in mind and remember in a year or so.
The way state government has worked for years (that
'good ol' boy" network folks like to refer to) cannot work
toward a progressive Kentucky. Bipartisan bickering may be
fun at Fancy Farm and around election time, like talking
smack before a UK-1.1ofl. ballgame, but its a hindrance for
our state.
Grayson and other "young lions" in Kentucky politics, like
Democratic State Sen. Daniel Mongiardo, can offer a firm
footing for our future.
Their questions shouldn't focus on "Are you a Democrat?"
or "Are you a Republican?" but "Where will Kentucky be in
5, 10, 20, 50 years and how can I help get us there?"
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Cannon House Office Building
www.house.gov/whitfield

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-4343
www.iim_bunning© bunning.senate.gov

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
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Joe will rise again
By DICK MORRIS and
EILEEN MCGANN
Reports of Joe Lieberman's political death are (as
Mark Twain once said of
rumors of his own demise)
"premature and grossly exaggerated." Lieberman has lost
a battle, but he can still win
the war running as an independent.
While Ned Lamont will
clearly have a bounce after
yesterday's primary victory,
the Rasmussen Poll of July
20 showed Lieberman and
Lamont tied at 40 percent
each in the general election
(with scandal-plagued GOP
nominee Alan Schlesinger at
13 percent).
Those who would consign Lieberman to the dustbin of history need to realize
that the Democratic primary
in Connecticut is an affair
that could be conducted in a
good-sized phone booth.
About 140,000 people voted
for Lamont. But the state
saw 1,575,000 votes cast in
the general election of 2004.
Assume a lower turnout in
2006 (an off year), say 1
million votes, that still leaves
860,000 that can vote for
Lieberman.
The Connecticut incumbent can, of course, count
on the roughly 130,000 who

backed him yesterday (aside
from a few party regulars
who might find it necessary
to fall into line and endorse
the nominee).
Then, with the Republican plagued by reports of
huge gambling debts, Lieberman will strongly attract
independent and GOP voters,
plus moderate Democrats
who weren't energized
enough by the Lamont challenge to vote in the primaries.
In the general election.
Lieberman can paint Lamont
(a former client of mine) as
the rich, light-weight dilettante he is (heir to the fortune of J.P. Morgan's partner)
and can focus on the broad
range of his legislative agenda. After all. Lieberman has
taken the lead on issues
ranging from campaignfinance reform to tobacco
regulation to corporate-governance reform to tough action
against terrorism to the battle
against global warming. He'll
look better and better, while
Lamont will look like a oneissue challenger who is out
of his league.
Freed of the confines of
the Democratic primary,
Lieberman can now appeal
to independents. Republicans
and mainstream Democrats

AP

who were not sufficiently
motivated to participate in
the primary, he can win.
In the meantime. Lieberman's primary defeat sends a
message to all presidential
contenders, particularly Sen.
Hillary Clinton, that they
have to move to the left on
the war or be buried by the
party's increasingly radical
and leftist base. Al Gore is
emerging as the one for her
to worry about in 2008.
Anti-war from the start, riding the global warming issue
and a proven popular-vote

winner, Gore will be increasingly attractive to the same
left-wing voters who nominated Lamont in Connecticut.
Hillary's convoluted flip-flops
on the war won't play well
in the primaries.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Eileen
McGann, an attorney and
consultant, is a CEO of
VOTE.com and Legislativerote.com. She works with
Dick Morris on campaigns
and around the world, specializing in using the atternet
to win elections.
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Obituaries
Mrs. William Briney Hal
Mrs. Wilhite Briney Hall, 91, Ryan Avenue, Murray, died today,
Thursday, Aug. 10, 2006, at 1:32 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Audie May Hutson

Thursday, AssadIt $IMI•SA

Ceremony honors Ft. Campbell
soldiers abducted, killed in Iraq

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
Mrs. Audie May Hutson, 105, Ocoee, Fla., formerly of Henry
— Families and colleagues
(AP)
in
County, Tenn., died July 2, 2006, Ocoee, Fla.
Her husband, Guy Hutson, preceded her in death. Born Sept. 24, of troops in the 101st Airborne
1900,she was the daughter of the late John Timothy Howell Duncan Division gathered Wednesday to
and Martha Elizabeth Burton Duncan. She attended Blood River honor soldiers who have betn
killed in Iraq, including two solChurch of Christ. Survivors include several nieces and nephews.
diers killed after being kidBaptist
at
Hazel
p.m.
at
A memorial service will be Saturday 4:30
Church. Bro. Tim Cole will officiate. Burial will be in the Mt. napped by insurgents in June.
The Army post on the
Pleasant Cemetery. Ridgeway Funeral Home of Paris. Tenn., is in
border
Kentucky-Tennessee
charge of arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.
holds a monthly ceremony for
about 20,000 soldiers currently
Mrs. Lauretta Jackson Ward
deployed and those killed since
A graveside service for Mrs. Lauretta Ward will be Friday at I
the war began.
p.m. at Symrna Cemetery, Humboldt, Tenn.
During the ceremony family
Visitation will be at Baskerville Funeral Home Chapel in
of the fallen soldier&
-members
Trenton, Tenn irpr_n_ .11 a.m tn_17-..11)p.m. Friday.
and embraced
single-file
walked
Her husband was the late Elder J.C. Ward. Survivors include
in front of a row of soldier's
Dennis
Ohio,
Toledo,
Ruby,
wife,
and
three brothers, Otis Johnson
crosses, each with a pair of comJackson and wife, Pat, Paducah, and James Jackson and wife, Ann,
bat boots, a rifle and a helmet.
Murray, Ky.; two sisters, Mrs. Elizabeth Hudspeth, Saginaw, Mich.,
Eleven soldiers were rememand Mrs. Cozzette Mazique, Houston, Texas.
bered Wednesday, including Pfc.
Kristian Menchaca, 23, of
Houston and Pfc. Thomas
Ms. Ruth Lynn %grist
The funeral for Ms. Ruth Lynn Sigrist will be Saturday at 11 a.m. Tucker, 25, of Madras, Ore.,
in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Rev. James who both went missing after
being attacked by insurgents on
Collins will officiate. Burial will follow in the Jeffery Cemetery.
June 16 at a checkpoint 12 miles
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Ms. Sigrist, 22, Dexter, died Monday, Aug. 7, 2006, at 9:05 p.m. south of Baghdad.
Spc. David J. Babineau, 25,
at McNairy County General Hospital, Selmer, Tenn. She was born
of Springfield, Mass., was also
May 9, 1984.
Survivors include her father, Kevin Sigrist and special friend, killed in the initial attack.
The remains of Menchaca
Carol Whitnight, Dexter; her mother, Ms. Diane Sigrist, and one
Tucker were found three
and
and
Raymond
,
grandparents
Paducah;
of
both
brother, Kacy Sigrist,
Ruth Eckman, Plymouth, Ind., and Stanley and Velma Warford, days later and an al-QaidaAP
linked group posted a Web video
Hardin.
purporting to show their mutilat- Spc. Daniel Henry with the 2nd Brigade Combat Team stands next to the 101st Airborne
ed bodies.
at Fort
Mrs. Martha Sue Goodman
Division "Eternal Flame" monument during the 10th Eagle Remembrance Ceremony
Their names were read last
photos
enlarged
the
and
remembered
were
soldiers
A graveside service for Mrs. Martha Sue Goodman will be Friday
fallen
Eleven
Wednesday.
Ky.
the ceremony, followed Campbell,
during
will
Walker
Joe
Murray.
Cemetery,
City
Murray
the
at
a.m.
at 10:30
were displayed of the soldiers memorial services in Iraq.
of taps.
officiate. Pallbearers will be Edd Lee Goodman Jr., Samuel A. by the playing
a
suffered
soldiers
"Those
She said the slayings of
Goodman III. Ranson Goodman, Rob Urish, Bobby Gregory and
Brigade face charges for return home in coming weeks.
brutal death," said Ron Crews,
Mark Chandler.
and murdering About 450 soldiers are sched- Menchaca and Tucker hit home
raping
allegedly
installation chaplain.
being on the base.
Visitation will be at Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, from 4 to 8 deputy
an Iraqi teenager and her family uled to arrive Friday.
dedicated young
were
"They
symof
"It could have happened to
Expressions
Friday.
a.m.
9
after
and
The war has taken a heavy
p.m. today (Thursday)
near Mahmoudiya.
12
March
on
who knew the risks in their
said.
pathy may be made to Paris-Henry County Retired Teachers men
Another soldier is charged with toll on the base, with 166 sol- anyone here," she
soldiers
hundred
couple
A
base
the
at
units
to
attached
diers
Association Scholarship Fund, c/o Shirley Casey, 401 Corbin St., tasks."
attack.
failing to report the
The Mujahedeen Shura
Paris, TN 38242.
accusations prove being killed since fighting began and civilians attended the cerethose
"If
claimed responmony. Outside the base, a few
Mrs. Goodman, 88, Paris, Tenn., died Monday, Aug. 7, 2006, at Council, which
represent the in 2003.
said valid, it doesn't
later
killings,
the
for
sibility
for
protesters from the Westboro
librarian
came
assistant
former
A
she
said
Paris.
Vogt
Center,
Jennifer
Henry County Medical
of the entire 101st unit,"
for rape-slaying work
the Henry County School System, she was a member of Henry it was revenge
"That type of to the ceremony to support fam- Baptist Church in Kansas gathsaid.
Crews
of a young Iraqi woman by
st group
County Retired Teachers Asseiciation.
behavior doesn't represent the ily members of the soldiers. Her ered. The fundamentali
American troops from the same
being killed
who
Sr.,
Goodman
A.
She was married June 11, 1938, to Samuel
standard we have come to husband, Army Spc. Steven claims soldiers are
Vogt, was a member of the color in Iraq because of the nation's
died June 3, 2002. Born Oct. 20, 1917, in Murray, Ky., she was the unit.
expect."
former
one
and
soldiers
Four
Farmer
Hallie
acceptance of homosexuality.
and
Purdom
Sandy
William
daughter of the late
The unit is preparing to guard.
soldier from the unit's 2nd
Purdom.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Joe Ann Sullivan and husband, Mike, Highland, Ill.; two sons, Samuel A.(Sam)Goodman Jr.
and wife, Judy, Huntingdon,Tenn., and Edd Lee Goodman and wife,
Martha, Camden, Tenn.; one sister, Ms. Catherine Purdom, Murray;
five grandchildren, Mike Scheller and wife, Kim,Edd Lee Goodman
Jr., and wife, Michelle, Samuel A. Goodman III and wife, Danielle,
SELMER, Tenn. (AP) — A Judge Weber McCraw notified
Laura Urish and husband., Rob, and Ranson Goodman and wife, minister's wife accused of the sheriff's department that he
House and Manufactured Home Insurance
Karen; six great-grandchildren.
killing her husband failed to get wants court administrators to
arrangebond
the
at
look
a
take
a
when
Available Anywhere In City or County
out of jail Wednesday
Frederick William (Fred) Peel Jr.
judge said he needed more time ment, covered by cash and
The funeral for Frederick William (Fred) Peel Jr. will be Friday to review paperwork for her pledges of property collateral.
QUOTE
FOR
"He wants to make sure the
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris. Dr. Gary S. $750,000 bond.
Mary Winkler's lawyers, her paperwork is in order. I underCollier will officiate. Burial will follow in the Maplewood
-4703
753
father and a representative of a stand," defense attorney Leslie
Cemetery, Paris.
fellow
today
and
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m.
bonding company arrived at the Bailin said. Bailin
(Thursday) and after 11 a.m. Friday. Expressions of sympathy may McNairy County Jail in the late defense lawyer Steve Farese
be made to the charity of your choice. Mr. Peel Jr., 80, Paris, Tenn., afternoon planning to free her to said Winkler's family had
await trial Oct. 30 on a first- worked out the arrangement
died Monday, Aug. 7, 2006, at his home.
with Alpha Bail Bonds Agency
A graduate of Sewanee Military Academy, he entered the U.S. degree murder charge.
The effort. hit a snag when of Somerville.
..,..,Airborne Aviation Cadet Program, became a pilot and commissioned officer, and had 20 years of services flying the 124, DC9,
CI33. He farmed with his father in Somerville, Tenn., reentered the
Airborne when the Korean Conflict began and flew the B26 in
Korea. He remained in the Airborne until retirement as a lieutenant
colonel in 1969. He was an instructor pilot where he flew B25 and
T33 at Vanee Airborne Base in Enid, Okla., in the mid 1950s. He
was a pilot trainer for the Tuskegee Airman.
Commission Rate
He had owned and operated West Woods Wines and Liquors for
Selling Your Home!
When
Episcopal
Grace
of
33 years until May of 2003. He was a member
Church, Paris, and avid golfer of Paris Country Club.
Born Aug. 31, 1925, in Detroit, Mich., he was the son of
(,,,,r5 ter :cc
Of
Frederick W. Peel Sr. who died March 3, 1978, and Martha Young
1111 N VIA • Murray • 270.7511-117110
Peel who died March 22, 1977. One brother, Dudley Peel, also prewirw.causpbellre•liy cam
Murat •waiorlvi
ceded him in death.
(Junior)
Hoover
Elizabeth
Clara
Mrs.
wife,
his
include
Survivors
Peel, to whom he was married June 16, 1954; one daughter, Traci
Just A Short 15 Minute Drivefrom Paris Landing
Peel, Nashville, Tenn.; one son. John Peel and wife, Allison, Panama
City Beach, Fla.; one brother, Bobby Peel and wife, Chris, Plano,
Texas; two grandchildren. Payton Sexton and Maddie Sexton; five

Judge delays bail for pastor's
wife accused of his murder
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Full Service

Restaurant

A New Menu Each Week
featured by Chef Paul Ent
He was voted 1 of the Top 3 Chefs
in the South
Southern Eclectic Cuisine

Sunday Brunch
10 aan,-2 p.m.
Open 5-9 p.m. Thur.-Sat.

Bed &
Breakfast
with

Luxury Amenities
Private Bath
Queen or King Beds
River Views
Sun Porches

165 Plantation Lane - Dover,TN
(931) 232-9492 - Call Toll Free 877-660-5939
www.riverfrontplantation.com
email: info Li riverfront ntation.com
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Boy Scout Troop 112 holds Court of Honor
A Court of Honor was held
for the scouts of Troop 112
on Thursday. Aug. 3. Scoutmaster Gary Haws acted as master of ceremonies and also
handed out the awards. Clint
Haws
and Taylor
Harris
received the rank of Life. The
rank of Life is the last rank
before Eagle.
The boys completed six more
merit badges, participated in
at least six hours of service

The United States Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will meet
Saturday at 7 p.m. at the County Extension building, 310 South Fourth St., Murray.
Preceding the meeting, flotilla members
will have a Dutch treat meal and fellowship at Martha's Restaurant, 1407 North
12th St., Murray.
All interested recreational boaters are welto attend.
come
k's
For more information contact Flotilla
Datebook Commander Donna Kramar for additionBy Jo Burkeen
al information and to reserve a seat at
Community
the table.
Editor

au -servedin a IrAciPt‘hip pOSI- -tion for six months.

Robbie Stephenson and Taylor Haws performed the color
guard. Harris also received his
geneology merit badge.
Haws received the following merit badges: Geneology,
archery, wilderness survival,
soil and water conservation, pioneering, and lifesaving.
Stephenson received the following merit badges: Soil and
water conservation, archery,
wilderness survival, and geneology.
Ian Kunkel received the following merit badges: Leatherwork, archery, first aid and
geneology.
Drake Kunkel received the

Soccer Foundation plans event

Calloway County Soccer Foundation will have an alumni
night on Saturday for both the girls and boys teams. The concession stand will open at 5 p.m. followed by the girls game
at 5:30 p.. and the boys game to follow. T-shirts, flags, foundation membership and season passes will be available. Kim
Phillips, president of the foundation, said "all alumni are urged
to come out and play in the games on Saturday."

Genealogical meeting Saturday

Photo provided

Pictured, from left, are Arthur Burbank Ill, Robbie Stephenson, Ian Kunkel, Drake Kunkel,
Taylor Haws, and SM Gary Ha ws at the recent Court of Honor.
badges:
merit
following
Leatherwork, archery, and first
aid.
The ceremony included two

Saturday, August 12• 1-3 p.m.

STARVIEW TRAIL
This new home in a westside county subdivision boasts large windows, landscaping,
open floor plan. formal thning & so much more for only $214.900 mls ff32620

CAMPBEL1
REALTY
112 N. 12th St. • 759-8780 • (270)293-1400
www.bcampbellrealty.com

"19 + 1"
Anniversary Sale
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& Saturday
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When rush hour becomes

Rev. C.E. Martin of Allen.
Mich., will be the special speaker at a service on Friday at 7
p.m. at St. John Missionary
Baptist Church, Spruce Street,
Murray.
The guest speaker, and
ordained minister of the'gospel.
is the son of Rev. C.D. Martin and grandson of Rev. Clark
E. Martin. He is a graduate
of Tennessee State University
and the American Baptist The°logical Seminary, Nashville,
Tenn.
Rev. Martin is the present
associate pastor and director
of youth at Palmer Road Baptist Church. Westland, Mich.
He has served pastorates at
Dresden, Tenn., Metropolis, Ill.,
Wayne, Mich., and Inkster.
Mich, He is married to the
former Carolyn J. Martin and
they have two sons. Carlton
and Jerome, and three grandchildren, Janalycia, Jay Vion and
JaMarion.
Presenting special music will
be the choir of Union Grove

'.111 11111

CRUSH HOUR.

"flry

tv

(he road of life is paved with dents and dings. If you get
rammed in a traffic jam. can you afford to repair or replace the
transportation you depend on? Shelter's auto insurance coverage
an help smooth the wrinkles and crinkles you encounter along

The annual Vinson family reunion will be held Sunday at
noon with lunch at Paris Landing State Park Inn, followed by
a fellowship meeting, according to Mark Vinson of Memphis
who is in charge of arrangements.

Asbury Cemetery Day planned

Asbury Cemetery Day will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at the
cemetery on Asbury Cemetery Road. Rev. Larry Salmon, pastor of Coldwater Baptist church, will be the speaker. A potluck
meal will be served. In case of rain the event will be in the
fellowship hall of Kirksey United Methodist Church. Donations
for the maintenance of the cemetery may be mailed to Martha
Smith, 120 Grove Ln., Murray, KY 42071.

Lassiter Cemetery meeting
The meeting for Lassiter Cemetery on West State Line Road,
will be Saturday at 10 a.m. Any person wanting the maintenance job for the next year should be present. Donations for
the maintenance may be mailed to 011ie Hall. 708 Goodman
St., Murray, KY 4207t

Downs Cemetery meeting

The annual cleaning of Ed Downs Cemetery in the Land
Between the Lakes will be Saturday. All interested persons are
urged to attend and bring tools for cleaning. A picnic lunch
will be served at Buffalo Range near Model. Tenn., at 11 a.m.

Rev. C.E. Martin
Baptist Church, Puryear, Tenn.,
with Rev. A. Taylor as pastor.
Rev. Benjamin Curry, pastor St. John Missionary Baptist Church, invites the public
to attend this special service
on Friday.

Taylor Leann Satterwhite has
recently been selected for her
biography and picture in the
Who
publication, "Who's
Among Outstanding Middle
School Students."
She is in the eighth grade
at Calloway County Middle
School with an A grade point
average.
Satterwhite has been a community volunteer with Red
Cross and the Chamber of
Commerce. Her special honors and awards include Honor
Roll, Math Award, Perfect
Attendance Award and Presidential Physical Fitness Award.
She is a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ
Youth Group. Her sports and

To find out
what's
happenin
in your
community
read the

Calloway County Genealogical Society will have a called
meeting Saturday at 11 a.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. A report of the nominating committee for
officers for the 2006-2007 year will be given. A presentation
of the coming year's program will be made and annual dues
may be paid.

Vinson reunion will be Sunday

Satterwhite named in local
middle school'Who's Who'

Yea)L'ife

Since 2005

The troop committee and
mothers of the troop served
refreshments.

•

August 10-12
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slide shows from the past summer camp and recent POW
WOW. The scouts performed
a skit titled "The Fly."

Special service will
be at church Friday

New Home Open House

51"

Coast Guard Auxiliary
to meet on Saturday

McGuire Cemetery meeting

Annual meeting will be at McGuire Cemetery (State Line
Road, Weakley County, Tenn.) on Saturday at 11 a.m. with a
short service, business meeting and potluck lunch. The m,aintenance contract for next year will be determined. Donations
for the maintenance may be mailed to Dannie Harrison, 1581
Almo Rd., Almo, KY 42020.

Dobson Cemetery meeting

Dobson Cemetery meeting will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
cemetery, located on Cuba-Water Valley Road, Ky. Hwy. 2422,
in Graves County. Donations for the maintenance may be
mailed to Gail Dobson, 918 S. Rt. 1390, Mayfield, KY 42066.

Brewers picnic on Saturday
Brewers School picnic will be Saturday from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Mike Miller Park. Draffenville. All former teachers,
students and patrons of the school are invited. Each one should
bring own picnic lunch and lawn chair. For information contact Barney Thweatt at 1-270-354-6430 or 1-270-703-2974.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, Ky. Hwy. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Hallelujah Singers. Eddie Bone and Roxanne Kaler.
The public is invited and there is no charge. Items for Need
Line will be taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence
at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 7612666.

Democrats plan special events

Taylor Satterwhite
related activities include swimming and track.
She is the daughter of Chris
and Lisa Satterwhite of Murray. Her grandparents are
Bobby and Cheryl Satterwhite
of Murray and Jim and Annie
Laura Farris of Tri-City.

7a11 Registration
Wed., Aug. 16 • 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
Thurs, Aug. 17 • 2:30-5:30 p.m.

Calloway County Democratic Executive committee will meet
today at 5 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar
St.. Murray. Later at 6 p.m. will be the kick off event for
Larry Elkins' Re-election Campaign for county judge executive. All Democrats and other interested persons are invited.
For more information contact David Ramey. chair of the party,
at 759-9905.

MHS Sports Kick-off Friday
The annual Murray High School Fall Sports Kick-off will
be Friday at 7 p.m. at Ty Holland Field. Tickets for parents
and other adult guests will be $3. All athletes, coaches, students and children under school age will be admitted free.
Refreshments will be provided.

Reformers Unanimous to meet Friday
Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or need a ride call 753-1834.

Classes Begin Aug.121st

life's highway.

Barbara's DAIICIPIVeat from Mempl4a will be here
on Thursday, August lh.

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

Quality Technique Cla
Karen Balzer - Dire or
h Ballet,
Fanner Dancer with the Fart
k1FA in Dancefrom Texas Chrtctuh,m University

INCREDIBLE VISION
We have designed a gas permable bifocal contact lens that realty
works. You cannot get this quality of vision from any other source
such as Lasik Surgery, monocular fit, soft bifocal contact lens or
glasses

UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS
If you are now using single vision gas permable contact lens and

Die Centre ot
www wwwwirosancti cam,

Seek Shelter Today'

4tta

Studio located on the corner of 3rd and Maple St.
Use 3rd Street entrance across from Lulu's.
1270) 767.0S71

glasses over your contacts for near vision, there will be no charge
fo come in and try these lens.
Dr. H.C. Denham
Optometrist

270-753-4576
312 N. 12th St.• Murray, KY 42071

sr-
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Mr. and Mrs. Michael Landers Knox

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Ward in 1941

Anne Bligh Pickens and Michael Landers Knox were married Saturday, May 27, 2006, at First United Methodist Church.
The bride is the daughter of Ms. Ruth Titsworth Pickens
and Dr. James Baird Pickens of Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Blanche Cheatham Titsworth of Murray and
the late Dr. Howard Titsworth and Mr. and Mrs. Bill C. Pickens of Mayfield.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Patrick
Knox of Verona. He is the grandson of Mrs. Ann O'Bryan
Bresler of Owensboro and the late Paul Martin Bresler and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Richard Landers Knox.
Rev. William Horner of Franklin, Ind., and Fr. Tony Jones
of Owensboro officiated. Classical music was provided by Murray String Quartet, accompanied by Eric Swisher, trumpet.
Readings were given by Isabelle Bresler Ebelhar of Owensboro and Jessica Dawn Smith of Louisville.
The bride was escorted and given in marriage by her brother, Dr. Ryan Baird Pickens of Knoxville, Tenn.
Elizabeth Dunn Trawick of Lexington was the maid of honor
and Lane Dennison Richardson of Madison, Ga., was matron
of honor.
Bridesmaids were Alecia Ellen Lohaus of Nashville, Tenn.,
Tara Lacey McBride and Mary Katherine Fasy, both of Louisville,
and Christina Ann Knox, sister of the groom, Lexington.-Flower girl was Madison Scott Greene, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs,Chip Greene of Nashville.
Ring bearer was John Thomas— Knox, son of Ml. and
Michael Richard Knox of Atlanta, Ga.
Best man was Alexander O'Flynn Gipe of Lexington.
Groomsmen were Benjamin Barkley Storey, Louisville, William
Riley Hess, Auburn, Ala., John Murray Hess, Ocala, Fla.,
Charles Whaley Thomas, Charleston, S.C., James Marcus Powell, Lexington, and Dr. Ryan Baird Pickens, brother of the
bride, Knoxville.
Program attendants were Mikala Nicole Knox and Abby
Marie Knox, Atlanta.
The wedding and reception were directed by Mary Lou
Yeatts and Shanon Farley Blalock.
The bride's mother hosted a candlelight dinner-dance reception under a tent by the lake at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Bolin. Music was provided by The Clarence Dobbins
Revue of Nashville. The evening ended with fireworks over
the lake.
The bride is a graduate of Murray High School and a 2003
graduate of University of Kentucky. She is presently a fourth
year student at the University of Louisville Dental School.
The groom is a graduate of Germantown, Tenn., High School
and a 2003 graduate of University of Kentucky. He is presently a fourth year student at the University of Louisville Medical School.
The couple is residing in Louisville.

Mr. and Mrs. Jot Pat Ward of 212
North 8th St., Murray, celebrated their
65th wedding anniversary on July 24,
2006.
They were married on July 24, 1941,
in Dover, Tenn.
Mrs. Ward, the former Euple Edwards,
is the daughter of the late J. Orvan
Edwards and Burtis Burton Edwards of
Murray. She organized Murray Need Line
in 1974 and served 16 years as the director until her retirement in 1990.

Barnett participates in program
Kristin Barnett, a senior at Murray State, participated in a
study abroad program in May in Korea.
A psychology and business administration double major from
Murray. Kristin is the daughter of Mike and Jan Bamett.
A student ambassador, Barnett is also a member of the
Marketing and Management Club, Alliance, Omega XI and
received first place in the study abroad photography contest.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Ward in 2006

Mr. Ward is the son of the late Lexie Grogan and wife, Amy, and Mitch D.
Ward and Fannie Houston Ward of Mur- Grogan and wife. Kim, all of Murray,
ray. A World War II Army veteran, he Alison W. Terry and husband, Todd. Lexfought in the battle of the Bulge in ington, and Lexie Ward, The Woodlands,
Europe. He retired from the Bank of Mur- Texas.
Their five great-grandchildren are
ray after 43 years of service.
Children of the couple are Judy W. Zachary, Savannah, Elizabeth and Lydia
Grogan and husband, Glen, Murray, Joe Grogan and Ella Terry.
A family dinner and celebration was
D. Ward and wife, Beth, The Woodlands,
Texas, and Lydia Ward, deceased in 1956. held in honor of the couple on July 27.
Their five grandchildren are Leslee
Grogan Rose. Nashville, Tenn.. Rick W.

Adsmore features'Home from Washington, D.C.(1914)
PRINCETON, Ky. — From
now through Sept. 17, Adsmore
presents 'Home from Washington, D.C. (1914)," a continuation of John and Selina
Smith Osborne's story.
"Visitors to Adsmore have
been entertained by stories of
John and Selina's engagement
while on a Grand Tour and
have seen the preparations for
their 1907 wedding held in the
home's parlor.
Now we tell about their
exciting years in Washington,
D.C., while John served as
Undersecretary of State in the

Woodrow Wilson Administration,' said Ardell Jarratt, curator. "This was a time of great
change in our history. We
moved from the Victorian Era
into the Progressive Era and
are on the brink of a world
war. Many changes were taking place and members of the
Smith-Garrett family were
active participants in major
events of the time."
White House invitations and
mementos, new clothing styles
and pictures from the Osbomes'
travels while John was Undersecretary of State bring this

tour alive. Come and enjoy
traveling back in time to the
opening of the Panama Canal,
the marriages of President and
Mrs: Wilson's daughters, and
Selina in their Detroit Electric
collecting her husband from
work.
Adsmore, the Smith-Garrett
home,is furnished with the family's collection of antique furniture, china, crystal, silver,
clothing and personal accessories.
The museum and Carriage
Shop are located at 304 N.
Jefferson St. Summer hours

'New Generation'
will perform
at barbecue
A special program will be
presented by the group, "New
Generation," at the community barbecue of the Douglass
2006 reunion on Friday at 8
p.m. in the theater of Murray
State University Curris Theatre.
The barbecue will be from
5:30 to 7 p.m. prior to the
concert by the group.
The reunion will open
tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m.
with memorial service at
Church of the Living God.
Bingo and refreshments will
follow in the hospitality room
at Best Western University Inn.
Other events are scheduled
on Friday and Saturday.
lvst

Murray-Calloway County CHARACTER COUNTS!
presents PILLARS OF CHARACTER ...

ft)

to.

NOW OPEN!
Drive Thru or Walk-In
Featuring
Fidalgo Bay coffees,
hot and cold specialty drinks,
real fruit smoothies,
Kirchoffs cookies and coffee cakes, and more

Come Visit Us!
Hours of Operation:
6 am-7 pm Monday thru Friday
7 am-11 pm Saturday
9 am-1 pm Sunday
(expanded hours soon!)

RESPONSIBILITY: Making the Right Choices
and that
The key to responsibility is understanding that we have choices,
responsithose choices impact our life and our community. When we are
civic sense.
ble. the choices that we make determine our future and in a
the balance of our community.
been,
Our wonderful community of Murray and Calloway County has
Our ancesand continues to be. greatly enhanced by responsible choices
century ago.
tors made choices that benefited generations to come Almost a
opportucivic leaders determined that our people needed more educational rose up
Countians
Calloway
nity and that our region needed more teachers.
college in our
and collectively pushed for Murray State University. a state
community.
that our
Schools, parks and a state-of-the-art hospital are other ways
a better future for all of us. They were
community has demonstrated its responsibility to build
By takperseverance.
with
vision and
built without waiting for helping hands. but with a broad
ancestors moved our county forward.
ing command of their lives and working together. our
what kind of community future generations
They understood that they were responsible for
for those who will follow us
were going to have, Just as we share the same burden
that. individually and as a community,
The sense of community spirit and the understanding
continues today. Only by understanding our
make,
we
that
choices
the
for
responsible
are
we
Acknowledging then correcting our mistakes
failures can we move forward to solving problems
give as hope to deal with situations that arise.
Churchill, the leader of Great Britain
Another key to ?esponsibility is perseverance. Winston
Iris countrymen. During the depths
during World War fl. was famous for his ability to motivate
Nazi Germany. Churchill was asked
facing
alone
was
Britain
when
Germany,
against
war
the
of
told the otsdenes: Never give in never.
to speak at a school dm* the ad, days of the wer. He
petty, *ever give in except to convictions
never. news, never, in noth. Feat or stnall, large or
So the apparently overwhelming might
of honour and goodam& Never yield to force; sever yield keep on trying never surrender Your
advice lernlibmsova today. Always
.
of the
Will Oneteloallf load to Pt000$ocontinued
We must face the
AcFouNeabibty I assalbac Impanait beim for ropausibility.
• re acoowitable. As an elected cciZ777.1
tit se, soar
for the (Widow we min
ialr to the Met holders. Family members are
held accoun(able. A bseas owner is
MON _Bow would din loot
accounuble to each other. Many decisions can esnily be Mob by
yMania net nrigisbonr, A
Os those closest to mc? Could I explain ts easily to sty
jun the right ding but the best thing.
true friend will always bold you accountable for doing not
Eseeigeler
- Zoog Edissu.

1

IF YOU HAVEAN EVENT YOU'D LIKE TO ANNOUNCE
CALL USAT 153-1916

through Aug. 15 are Tuesday
through Saturday 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. and Sunday 1:30 to 4
p.m. Regular hours are Tuesday through Saturday 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and Sunday 1:30 to
4 p.m.
Also on the grounds is the
log Ratliff Gun Shop where
the story of Princeton' s first
gunsmith is told. Call 270-3653114, visit our website at
www.adsmore.org or e-mail
ads@ziggycom.het for additional information and special group
rates.

• Cool Party Supplies
• Finest Wines & Liquors
• Gourmet Delights
• Godiva Chocolates
• Unique Gifts
• Fabulous Kitchen Items
• Wine Tasting

509 Lone Oak Road
Hannan Shopping Plaza
270-442-0011

1201 Payne Street
Murray, Kentucky
761-4800
fidalgobay_ky@yahoo.com
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WrItersPotpourri

ScholarshipNews
Kara Lee Kelso, a graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
Lynda Coleman Writing Scholarship to attend Murray State
University.
The Lynda Coleman Writing Scholarship is awarded to
graduates of Calloway County
High School who have at least
a 3.0 GPA. Applicants may reapply for the award.
Kelso is the daughter of
Jimmy Dan and Karen Kelso
of Murray. She is majoring in
elementary education at Murray State.

-

Cali Benson, a 2005 graduate of Murray High School,
_keen awitriled _the Hope,
has._
Endeavor and Achievement
Need-Based Scholarship, the
A.B. Waters Scholarship and the
Linn-Allbritten Math Scholarship to attend Murray State
University.
The Hope, Endeavor and
Achievement
Need-Based
Scholarship is available to all
students. The A.B. Waters
Scholarship is available to all
math or physical science majors
who are U.S. citizens and who
maintain at least a 3.0 GPA.
The Linn-Allbritten Math Alumni Scholarship is available to
junior or senior math majors
who have received a recommendation from the department.
Benson is the son of Eric
and Jane Benson of Murray.
He is majoring in math at Murray State.
Meghann Jenkins, a 2006
graduate of Murray High
School, has been awarded the
Student of the Week Honor

Award to attend Murray State
Universi‘y.
The Student of the Week
Honor Award is awarded to
any student who has been
named "Student of the Week"
while they attended high school.
Jenkins is the daughter of
Jennifer Jenkins of Murray and
Allen Dellinger of Waverly,
Tenn.
While in high school, Jenkins was a member of the basketball and volleyball teams,
Beta Club, and Quill and Scroll.
Laura Jacobs, a 2006 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
John W. Carr Scholarship, the
L e it -C
Memorial
Scholarship
and the Student of the
Week Honor
Award
to
attend Murray
State
University.
Named for the first president of Murray State, the John
W. Carr Scholarship is available to entering freshmen that
have demonstrated exceptional
ability. This scholarship may
be renewed for a total of four
yeas or until completion of
undergraduate degree, provided that specific academic standards are met. Applicants must
have a minimum composite
ACT score of 28, and either
a 3.75 cumulative GPA or rank
in the top ten percent of their
class. Recipients are also
expected to participant in the
university's Honor Program and
are required to complete five

volunteer set‘, ice hours per
week. The Donald J. Leitch
Memorial Scholarship is available to students that are majoring in accounting. The Student
of the Week Honor Award is
awarded to any student who
has been named "Student of
the Week" while they attended high school.
Jacobs is the daughter of
Martin and Kathy Jacobs of
Murray. She will be majoring
in accounting at Murray State.
While in high school, Jacobs
served as president for Beta
Club, historian and publicity
chair for Future Business Leaders of America and treaSnrer
for the National Science Honor
CnriPty. She was a member of
the 'Pep Club, Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, Foreign Language Club and academic
teams. She was named Century 21 Student Of the Week and
the Rotary Club Student of the
Month. She received the Outstanding Student Award in Integrated Science I and II, Accelerated Algebra I and II, French
I and II, Health, World Civilizations, Honors English III and
Pre-Calculus.
Tyler Buckingham, a 2006
graduate of Calloway County
High School, has been awarded the Recognition Scholarship
the
and
Honor
Scholarship
to
attend
Murray State
University.
Recognition Award
amounts
vary based
t,T1 ,i,,tdemic performance. lead-

Writer's Potpourri will be
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the
Public
County
Calloway
Library.
This is open to all interested writers.
Charlie York, director, has
released some of the poems
written by participants as follows:

ership and service. This award
is renewable based on maintenance of full-time status and
a minimum 3.0 cumulative
GPA. The Honor Award recognizes entering freshmen or
transfer students who are outstanding achievers or leaders.
Buckingham is the son of
David and Dianne Buckingham of Murray.
While in high school,
Buclringharn was captain of
the golf team, sports editor of
the yearbook, cartoonist for the
school newspaper and a member of Beta Club and Pep Club.

You Are Near, Lord
By Wilma J. Saunders
I see you in the lightning
As it flashes in the sky
I see you in the dampness
As the storm has passed
on by
I see you in the flowers
Their thirst quenched with
rain
I see you in the birds playing
Outside my window pane
I see you in creation
Of which I am a part
But most of all I see you,
Lord
Deep within my heart.

Zakari Taylor, a 2006 graduate of Murray High School,
has been awarded the Honor
Scholarship to attend Murray
State University.
The Honor Award recognizes entering
freshmen
or
transfer students who
ItA
are outstanding achievers or leaders.
Taylor is
the son of David and Jennifer
Taylor of Murray.
Alpe in high school, Taylor Wved as captain of the
varsity soccer team, president
of the Harry Potter Book Club
and member of the Beta Club,
National Honor Society, Key
Club, Future Business Leaders
of America and Hi-Y. He was
voted "Most Dependable" by
his senior class and was a
member of the National Honor
Roll and National Society of
High School Scholars.

The Cat That Never
Leaves the House
By Danyelle Clark
Some years back
I opened a Christmas gift
From my cat
She doesn't stop there
A few months later
I got a card from her
Now she's getting smarter
This past May I found out
The cat that never
Leaves the house
Can click the mouse
She sent me an e-mail
From someone else's house
High School (for Carl)
By Lenda Easley
We met in high school.
You and I would be
In the same classes togeth-
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Here's an

NOW ONLY $1899
Gramercy Park Cocktail Table $499 • End Table $249

7homaszille
Save 40% To 50%
On All Floor
Samples!

Dual Reclining
Rocker Loveseat

Dual Reclining Sofa
With Drop Down Tray Table

Your Choice!$899

Pad Over Chaise
Big Man's Chair
NOW ONLY

Serta
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er,
Maybe English and math
We would have our Tiger
pep rallies,
We would all scream
For those touchdowns later
on!
Then the bus would start
up
And we would be gone.
Neither of us would see
each other
For many years to come
Then our friendship
Would start over the phone,
But in a flash would be gone.
Long chats, or at least a
few minutes,
If only for a short while.
Please, just pick up the
phone
And dial.
Maybe you will welt awhile.
That's okay,
'Cause I'll always
Have a glowing smile!
My Best Friend
By Margaret Davis
•!A,
I have a friend
tall
but I don't know if He's
of if He's thin
If he's dark or light skin
For I've never seen His
face except the ones
that people paint
But I know He holds my
hand and
leads me through this
stormy land
and shares with me what ,
life unfolds
for He is the head and I'm
the feet
and there's no valley that's
too deep nor mountain
that's too steep that we
together can't defeat
If I stumble if I fall, He
shall carry me
through it all
Till my life on earth is over
For He is the Shepherd
and I'm the sheep
He shall lead and I shall
follow to the land
of our Father
Where I shall see the face
of my friend
that died on the Cross for
my sins
Oh, what a glorious day
that will be
when I see my sweet Lord's
face.
Thy Will Be Done
By Charlie York
Lord my days
are growing short.
Nothing comes easy
For me.
Show me something
That only I can do.
Give me the strength
To do thy work.
I know I'm getting
weaker.
In body mind
And Spirit.
Yet if you have
Something I can do.
Give me strength
To give my all.
Echoes of Prayer
By Margaret R. Elkins
I live in the shadow of
God's wing,
Hear the choirs of angels
sing.
To God's Holy Word I cling.
Bells of salvation ring.
The sound of the lonesome
dove
Proclaims God's lasting
love.
Eagles soar high above
The echoes of the mourning-dove.
Raindrops dance on the
waves of seas,
Water the roots of flowers
and trees,
Nurture meadows and arid
leas,
Refresh the air like potpourri.
The sun bows its head in
prayer.
Stars sparkle everywhere.
Fireflies flutter through the ;
air.
My eyes close neath God's
tender care.
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The Frustrations of
•
Being Disabled
••
By Stephanie Cunningham
I m a person with Learning Disabilities. I can learn, •
yet some things take rrle longer
to learn than other people.
Some things I learn quicker .;
than other things. Some things
I cannot learn, because my
brain will not let me learn it.
What my brain won't let
me learn, brings on the frustrations of being disabled.
Being disabled is not easy,
when people around you can
get jobs, while you have to
live off a disability check which
is nothing to write home about! Being disabled is frustrating, when due to your disability, you cannot drive, and::41
have to depend on others or
the Transit bus for transportation
Being disabled has its frus
trations, and is not an ettSy,
life to live.
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KentuckylnBrief
Preservationists add more land to
Perryville battlefield site

Thursday, August I& 2100s • 9

The two juveniles were- in the McCracken County Juvenile
Detention Facility.

Kentucky site one of finalists
for biological disease lab

LOUISVILLE, y. (AP) — Perryville battlefield preservationists have acquired 2 It2 acres on the periphery of Kentucky's biggest
Civil War battle in a deal valued for its tactical importance.
WASHINGTON (AP) — A Kentucky site moved closer
Because of the purchase, officials will be able to restore some of
Wednesday to becoming home to a new lab that would develop vacthe battlefield's bloodiest ground to look much like it did in 1862.
The tract purchased last week by the Perryville Battlefield cines against biological diseases that could be spread by animals or
Preservation Association includes a house that will become the park terrorists.
Rep. Rep. Hal Rogers, R-Ky., said the site, near his hometown oi
manager's residence.
That will allow the razing of the manager's current house, which Somerset, has been picked as one of 18 places to locate the lab. The
sits on some of the most significant ground at the Perryville government plans to name the final site in early 2008.
Rogers heads a House committee that oversees spending for the
Battlefield State Historic Site in central Kentucky. It was on that
ground that an Indiana regiment suffered a casualty rate of 63 per- Department of Homeland Security, which is the agency that would
cent — the highest of any regiment in the battle, said Chris be in charge of the lab.
Tennessee officials also are pushing for the lab to be located at
Kolakowski, the preservation group's executive director.
Kentucky site, since it is near the Tennessee line.
the
ever
house
d
to
Officials have intended
demolish the 35-year-ol
About 400 people are expected to work at the $450 million facilsince that property was added to the battlefield site a few years ago,
ety, which is projected to open in about six years.
he said.
But not everyone is excited about getting the-lab.
"We knew sooner or later we were going to want to take that
Some area residents Worry about possible environmental and
home out and restore that critical ground to the way it looked in
hazards to neighboring areas. They also say they worry the
health
1862," he said.
site could become a terrorist target and negatively affect tourism.
"The powers that be are not paying attention to the voice of the
community," said Floyd Lovins, an area resident who has helped
lead an effort to stop the project. He says a petition opposing the lab
has more than 4,000 signatures.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A judge released 110 pages of eSupporters of the project say the complex would be surrounded
mails sent to or from Gov. Ernie Fletcher's former state e-mail by a 100-acre buffer zone and that air filters would prevent microoraddress, but an unspecified number of other e-mails were exempt ganisms from escaping.
and were ordered to be kept confidential.
The facility would replace an aging facility at Plum Island, N.Y.,
Franklin County Judge Sam McNamara said the protected e- which is off the coast of Long Island.
mails dealt with prospective business locations, preliminary legal
The other sites under consideration are in California. Georgia,
discussions, preliminary issues in which an opinion is expressed and Kansas, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, Texas and
personal matters.
Wisconsin.
Many of the released e-mails deal with budget issues and
response to emergencies.
One exchange between Environmental and Public Protection
Secretary LaJuana Wilcher and Fletcher concerned an investigation
of a former employee of Wilcher's.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— A new smoking ban went into effect
"Larry Cleveland, Franklin Commonwealth Attorney, had promon Monday, but a judge has already ordered the city not
Frankfort
in
her
charged
but
this
on
anything
did
he
before
me
let
know
to
ised
at least for the time being.
it,
enforce
to
last week. He lied," Wilcher said in a 2004 e-mail to Fletcher.
The temporary restraining order came one day after five busiFletcher responded by e-mail, "Can't trust some o them d's."
nesses filed a lawsuit, contending they would suffer immediate and
Wilcher replied, "Can't trust none of em."
irreparable damage from the ban because customers would go where
they could freely smoke.
Franklin County Circuit Judge Thomas Wingate ruled that the
business owners had shown the potential for irreparable damage if
the ban is enforced and set a hearing for Wednesday.
HOPIUNSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Two adults and two teens have
Cathy Cunningham, owner of Cathy's Bait & Beer, said she had
been charged with murder in the death of a man whose body was only three bar customers, instead of her usual 25 or so, on Monday.
found last week, Hopkinsville police said.
Customers told her they would not be at her bar if they weren't
Cameron Kyle Bibbs, 18, and Austin Demontrez Teague, 19, allowed to smoke, according to the lawsuit. Her sales on Monday
both of Hopkinsville, were arrested Tuesday in the death of Robert totaled $16.
L. Charbonneau, said officer Paul Ray, a spokesman for the
The other plaintiffs are Benet Linney of Linney's Pizza & Pasta,
Hopkinsville Police Department. A 14-year-old and a 16-year-old Steve Clark of Northside Liquors, James Broughton of Downtowner
were also charged.
Bar and Chris Palmer and Terry Williamson of Cooter Brown's.
Charbonneau, 30, had suffered a gunshot wound to the head
All of the business owners alleged that they would lose all or virwhen he was found Aug. 3, police said. He was last seen leaving a, tually all of their income because of the ban.
convenience store early Thursday morning, Ray said. The four
Frankfort city solicitor Rob Moore said he was disappointed the
allegedly tried to rob him after he left, Ray said...
restraining order was issued. —
Bibbs and Teague were being held in the Christian County Jail.

Judge releases some of
governor's e-mail

Judge temporarily halts
smoking ban enforcement

4 arrested in death of man found
near railroad tracks

AP

Secretary of State Trey Grayson makes a point during an
_
interview in his office Wednesday in Frankfort, Ky. •

Grayson: Phone call with
Fletcher was 'awkward'
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Secretary of State Trey Grayson
said a conversation earlier this
week with the man whose job he
wants was awkward.
Grayson said he spoke with
Gov. Ernie Fletcher on Tuesday,
just days after announcing he
may run against him.
"It was obviously an awkward conversation just because
of what had just happened,"
Grayson said in an interview
with The Assuciated Press. "He
did most of the talking. ... I didn't want to really talk too much
anyway just because it was such
an uncomfortable kind of conversation."
The fellow Republicans, who
ran as part of a GOP team in
2003, now find themselves as
potential political rivals when
Fletcher seeks a second term
next year. Grayson recently
announced he was thinking
about challenging Fletcher, the
state's first GOP governor in
more than 30 years.
On Saturday, Grayson used
the state's premier annual political stage in Fancy Farm to distance himself from Fletcher _
whose administration, for more
than a year, has been mired in an
investigation alleging protected

state jobs were handed to political supporters. Fletcher has
pleaded not guilty to three misdemeanor charges stemming
from the probe.
Republican leaders had been
encouraging him to run for
either governor or lieutenant
governor. Grayson said.
Apparently, Grayson took
Fletcher by surprise with the
talk of his possible gubernatorial ambitions. Fletcher said
Monday he was disappointed
with Grayson for not giving him
"a heads-up on that" before
going public.
"I think that would have been
a respectful thing to do. I certainly would have done that if I
were in his position," Fletcher
said at the time.
The governor unsuccessfully
attempted to reach Grayson by
phone Saturday night. However,
Grayson said, he was at dinner
and not taking any calls. The
two had conflicting schedules
until their Tuesday afternoon
conference call, Grayson said.
Fletcher spokeswoman Jodi
Whitaker said she was unaware
of the call taking place.
Grayson said they had a short
but cordial conversation.
"He expressed at the beginning his disappointment in my
decision and also not giving him
a heads-up."
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COOL DIP: Ryan Hough, 5, of Berkeley, N.J., keeps cool in the water of Cedar Creek in Berkeley. during hot temperatures.

AP

Jake and Erin Herrin pose
with her conjoined twins
Kendra, left, and Maliyah
Herrin outside their hospital
room at Primary Children's
Medical Center in Salt Lake
City. The twins were separated this week and are doing
fine.
twining
Conjoined
occurs about once in every
50,000 to 100,000 births.

Parents
marvel at
seeing
separated
daughters
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
A day after the 26-hour surgery
that separated their 4-year-old
conjoined daughters. Jake and
Erin Herrin said they were overwhelmed by their reunion with
Kendra and Maliyah.
"It was like seeing them born
again. They were in brand new
bodies," Jake Herrin said. "It
was really an amazing experience."
,But they were also a bit confuited. Since birth Kendra has
ben the twin on the left when
the girls were facing their parems, Maliyah on the right.
But now, cradled in sandtilled hospital beds at Primary
Children's Medical- Center that
reduce pressure on their skin,
the girls were reversed.
'That was a little shocking,"
Erin Herrin said during a news
conference at the hospital
Wednesday.
The twins are in critical condition, as expected after major
surgery, but their vital signs
have remained stable and they
show no early signs of dangerous post-surgery' infections,
doctors said.
"They are doing extremely
well," said Dr. Rebecka Meyers,
coordinator of the separation,
which began Monday morning
and concluded Tuesday.
The twins' parents said nurses have told them the girls' vital
signs continue to mirror each
other, as if they are still conjoined.
Kendra and Maliyah were
joined at mid-torso, with some
shared organs and just two legs.
Doctors divided the twins'
shared liver, bladder and a portion of their large intestines, and
split and reconstructed their single pelvis.
Each girl kept one leg, and
Kendra got their shared kidney.
Maliyah was to begin kidney
dialysis in preparation for
receiving a kidney from her
mother in three to six months.
Doctors will now determine
when to wean them off pain
medications and breathing
machines. The girls were
expected to remain in intensive
care for at least a week, followed by a month in the hospital
before doctors consider sending
them home.
Nurses twisted the girls'
sandy-blond hair into french
braids, fastening them with ribbons in the twins' favorite colors
— purple for Kendra and yellow
for Maliyah.
'They looked so pretty this
morning.- Meyers said.
The girls are thought to be
the first twins with a shared kidney to be successfully separated.
In most instances, conjoined
separation
twins
undergo
between ages and 12 months.
but the Hemns' shared kidney
lotted a delay.
Doctors expect the girls will
need reconstructive surgeries to
help fit them for prosthetic legs
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REDS 8, CARDINALS 7

Everything comes up Ross-y
Ross said.
game-ending homer this season.
Down to their last two outs, the Reds
He walked Rich Aurilia with one out in
pulled it out for a 2-1 lead in the series, the ninth, only the second walk by Si Louis
which concludes Thursday afternoon. pitchers in the game. Ross, who stayed in
Second-place Cincinnati moved to 2 1/2 the game after pinch-hitting in the seventh,
games behind the Cardinals, whose top then hit a high fastball onto the roof of the
CINCINNATI (AP) — David Ross hit starter and closer got rocked by homers.
batter's eye, a 442-foot shot that made the
the pitch so squarely that he didn't even feel
Chris Carpenter gave up three solo shots capacity crowd delirious.
it leave the bat.
in seven innings, the first time in more than
Ross slapped hands with first base coach
The next few seconds felt surreal, too.
two years that he allowed three in a game. Billy Hatcher before rounding the bases,
_ Ross' ninth-inning drive off St. Louis St. Louis almost overcame it.
then flung his batting helmet over the crowd
-Cardinals closer Jason Isringhausen
-Edmonds hit a grand slam, and David of wide-mouthed teammates-It-the-plate
r---rin the roof of the hatter'seye in center fiekt--'Eckstein4s tiebreaking single in The eighth -before Stepping on
.
a two-run homer that carried the Cincinnati put the Cardinals up 7-6 and put Carpenter
"You round third and you see those guys
Reds to an 8-7 victory Wednesday night that in line for the win.
waiting there to beat on you," Ross said.
tightened the NL Central race.
Isringhausen (3-5), who entered with one "That's why I threw the helmet off. They
It left knots in some stomachs, too.
out in the eighth, came out on the bad end of can bang on that thing and snap your neck. I
"This team has a flair for the dramatic," the last-swing drama — Cincinnati's fifth don't know if I'll sleep tonight."

WALK-OFF HR PULLS
CINCINNATI WITHIN OF
2 1/2 OF CARDS

AP

David Ross runs to first after hitting a two-run walk-off home
run off St. Louis closer Jason lsnnghausen in the bottom of
the ninth inning Wednesday in Cincinnati. Cincinnati won 8-7
before a sellout crowd.

#1REP GOLF

Miller
leads
way for
Lakers
Staff Report
CLINTON, Ky. — Josh
Miller was the top finisher for
the Calloway County Laker golf
team, which earned a 12-stroke
win over host Hickman County
during Wednesday's prep action
at Oak Hills Country Club.
Miller shot a 38 to lead the
Lakers, who finished with a 163
to easily edge Hickman's 175.
Graves County
la rounded out
the field with a
176.
Following
Miller in the
CCHS order
was Chasten Howard with a 39,
Matt Irby with a 42 and Brock
Simmons with a 44.
On the girls' side, Ellie Fisher
..
led the way for the Lady Lakers
with a 51. Safiah Hassan tallied
a 60, while Courtney Swift carded a 61 and Katie Tindell added
a 64. Calloway finished with a
236 overall to tie Graves
County. Hickman won the
match with a 222.
In Tuesday's season-opening
matches at Oaks Country Club,
Irby fired a team-low 38 to help
the Lakers to a 159-165 win
over visiting Carlisle County.
Miller carded a 39 for the
Lakers, while Howard added a
40. Matt McReynolds shot a 42,
while Simmons and Eric
Berberich each brought in a 43.
Zach Rambo led the charge
for the Comets with a 40.
Tindell paced the Lady
Lakers with a 53. Fisher followed with a 56, while Ricky
Lee Orr tallied a 59. Hassan and
Swift both shot a 64.

MSU FALL PRACTICE DAY 4

Let's Play TWO

er. mes
A host of Murray State defenders gang-tackle an unidentified Racer tailback during the squad's scrimmage Wednesday afternoon on the practice field
in front of Roy Stewart Stadium. (Below) Freshman quarterback Chris Franklin drops back to pass to a teammate during yesterday's action.

RACERS FINISH FIRST MO-A-DAY SESSIONS
WITH FULL SCRIMMAGE IN AFTERNOON
By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State football team finished its
first two-a-day practices Wednesday evening
with a full scrimmage.
After practicing for two hours yesterday
morning, the Racers returned to the practice
field again for an afternoon
scrimmage.
sar
On the first play of the
scrimmage,junior quarterback
Ryne Salyer hit fullback Nate
More for a first down.
Freshman Charlie Jordan had a
15-yard run in the first quarter.
Defensively, freshman Josh
Marshall intercepted a pass.
No points were scored in the first quarter of play.
Senior Chad Cook broke for 30 yards early in
the second quarter. The first points were scored
by the defense, when senior captain J.R. Webber
intercepted a pass and returned it 75 yards for a
touchdown.
Soon after, the defense made another play,

I

11

recovering a fumble on second down.
Freshman quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt showed
good speed when he broke loose out of the backfield for a 60-yard touchdown run.
Koji Farrington returned the ensuing kickoff
40 yards.
The offense put three touchdowns on the
board in the third quarter. Cook got things going
with a 3-yard scoring run. Dante Woods caught
a 40-yard pass over the middle from Salyer for
another score.
Freshman Zac Barnard connected with another freshman, Derrick Townsel, for a 15-yard
scoring pass.
Barnard tossed another touchdown in the
fourth quarter — this time connecting with Rod
Harper for a 60-yard scoring play. Gary Crass
capped the scoring with a 22-yard field goal late
in the fourth quarter.'
The Racers were scheduled to be back on the
practice field again today at 3:35 p.m. MSU will
practice just once on Thursday before another
two-a-day session on Friday.

TITANS NOTEBOOK

GM Reese busy answering questions about Brown
Photo Provided
alloway County's Josh
1116r watches his shot on
green
during
ednesday's prep golf
action at Oak Hills Country
Club In Clinton. Miller
paced the Lakers with a 38.

CLARKSVILLE. Tenn.(AP)
— Titans running back Chris
Brown is a hot topic of trade
rumors, especially in towns
where NFL teams need some
extra help.
General manager Floyd
Reese isn't biting.
"I have no idea what they're
talking about." Reese said
Wednesday when asked about

reports that the New York Jets
and Miami Dolphins are among
teams interested in trading for
the three-year veteran.
-They're trying to create a
market."
The Titans have no reason
right now to trade away their
starting running back because
they need him. too. Travis
Henry has looked better in train-

ing camp. and rookie LenDale
White has missed some practices in recent days with a flu
bug and a sore toe.
A team that hopes to run its
way to improvement may need
to keep all three on the roster
this season. Brown's agents
asked that the running back be
traded nearly two weeks before
training camp. hut he said he

isn't paying attention to all the
talk.
"I still have a job here to do.
That's what they keep me here
for, and that's what I've got to
do. That's why I go out here
every day working hard, preparing to be the starter and take care
of my business," Brown said.
SPECIAL VISITOR: The
Titans got a taste of Army life

Monday morning with their visit
to Fort Campbell, Ky. On
Wednesday morning, a member
of the Fifth Special Forces based
at the post spent some time
watching the Titans go through
their paces.
Master Sgt. Chnstopher Self
had three different footballs with
•See TITANS, 2B
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UK FOOTBALL

Brooks
not happy
with first
practice in
full pads

.
••
RV:4W

MAYFIELD'S
MICAH JONES OUT
INDEFINITELY

BRING1N' THE HEAT:
Calloway County High
School softball players
Whitney Gardner (left) and
Toree Rogers were members of the Clarksville
(Tenn.) Heat summer team
that recently finished third
in the Tennessee State
Fast-Pitch
Softball
Tournament,
held
in
Gallatin, Tenn. Gardner
and Rogers helped the
Clarksville squad to a 3419 record this summer.

LEXINGTON, Ky. -- The
Kentucky foottNI1L team hadiis_
•first-firactic.6t inn pads witlt-a
three-hour workout Wednesday
afternoon at the Nutter Training
Center, and Coach Rich Brooks
was not pleased with the results.
"I didn't like my team today,"
the candid Brooks said after the
workout. "I didn't like the effort,
the contact, or the .execution.
This one surprises me, being our
P.M.
The annual Belles & Beaus golf tournament is
first time altogether and our first scheduled for this weekend at Oaks Country Club. No. 1: Pete Haywood & Mikki McLeary, Jerry &
Vicki McLeary, Jim Thomas & Beverly Noland.
practice in pads. We were more
Pairings for the event are as follows:
No. 2: Charlie Stone & Wanda Brown, Lester
physical in helmets and shoulder
A.M.
pads than we were today. I think No. 1: Ronnie & Deborah Ray, -Brett & Kathy Powers & Linda Burgess, Gary & Della Miller.
No. 3: Barry & Amy Henson, David & Sherri Boyd,
we were more physical in shorts Harcourt, Mark & Mariam Fergerson.
(than today). If it doesn't change No. 2: Joey & Pam Williams, Roger & Linda Russell & Linda Walton.
No. 4: Mark & Shelley Medline, Cliff & Jan Owen,
LaRochelle, Eugene Barnett & Shirley Hughes.
tomorrow, there's going to
No. 3: Gerald & Bronda Parker, Jerry & Shirley Ron & Shirley Humphrey.
some shuffling with the roster."
No. 5: Paul & Tern House, Joe & Debbie Monroe,
Asked about the performance Wade, Bill & Alice Seale,
Jack & Pat Smiddy.
No,
4:
Wilson
&
Linda
Doyle,
John
&
Brenda
of the quarterbacks. Brooks said,
No. 6: Jimmy Dan & Meliissa Hicks, Robert &
Chapman.
"It was such an ugly practice I
No. 5: Tom & Linda Zoeller, Rick & Margo Ball. Sandy Barclay, Howard & Rhonda Boone.
didn't notice what happened at Jerry & Kathy Higgins.
No. 7: Jonathan Simpkins & Lauren Hughes, Gary
quarterback."
No. 6: Aubrey & Glenda Gregory, Earl Tatom & & Marcia Pritchett, Johnny & Julia Brundige.
Brooks also updated the Cindy Moore, Jackson.
No. 8: Tom & Helen Tucker, Billy & Micky Dodd,
team's injury situation:
No. 7: lnus Orr & Rumsey Taylor, A.R. & Melva Terry & Delana McCuiston.
No. 9: Greg & Kathy McNutt, Larry Galloway &
•Redshirt freshman corner- Hatcher, Jim & Janice Johnson.
back Jordan NeveIs has a No. 8: Larry & Debbie Alexander, Phillip & Sue Outland, Jay & Kellie Connell.
No. 10: Terry & Sherri Heeke, Gary Henson &
strained knee and is out indefi- Suzanne Wolfe, Eddie & Julie Cultra.
Donna
Futrell, Bob Berry & Pam Hurl.
Open.
No.
9:
nitely.
Linda Brann, Larry & Janet
• Center Matt McCutchan No. 10: Malcolm & Martha Joe Ray, Will & Wanda No. 11: David &
Alexander, David Edgin & Diane Dickson.
missed practice today because of Lawson. Dalton & Peggy Noel,
No. 12: Ted & Carolyn Darnell, Gerald & Sue
an unusual situation. A piece of No. 11: Gary & Faye Byers, Ray Worth 4 Mary Stone, Bob & Shelba Barnett.
Whitford, Rusty & Faye Whitby.
food got lodged in his throat and
No. 12: Kevin & Debbie D'Angelo, Joe & Carolyn No. 13: Nick Ryan & Jennifer Crouse. Mack &
stayed there for several hours Hargrove, Betsy Whitfield & Partner.
Donna Tucker, Mickey Sir's & Partner.
before eventually dislodging. No. 13: Butch & Belinda Elliot, Roger & Pauline No. 14: Jim & Patsy Neale, Steve & Tammie
McCutchan's throat was scoped Howard, Tony Bowden & Joy Roach.
Huggins, Bobby Gifford & Kathy Wyatt.
to check for possible damage. No. 14: Kevin & Lana Alderdice, Billy K. & Jan No. 15: Jerry & Rosetti Johnson, Shawn & Sharon
Dill, Cliff & Jan Gallon.
He appears to be fine and is Johnson, Dennis Pittinger & Ethelene Darnell.
expected to return to , practice No. 15: Gary & Diane Ballard, John & Peggy No. 16: Jimmy Sutherland & Partner, Russ &
Lynda Walton, Jim Turner & Partner.
Oxford, Ray & Gloria Calloway.
Thursday.
No. 17: Archie & Dorothy Dowdy, Tom & Ruth Ann
III Sophomore wide receiver No. 16: Open.
Buchanan, Don & Freda Larimer.
Joe Joe Brown will have an MRI No. 17: Open
No. 18: Jim Harris & Mary Jane Park, Josh Burks
test for an injured knee and No, 18: Open.
& Kaysin Hutching.
Brooks said that there is concern
about the potential severity of the
injury.
SEC FOOTBALL PREVIEW
II Sophomore offensive guard
Micah Jones continues to be out
indefinitely with a back injury.
• Junior defensive tackle
Jason Leger is out with a sore
knee but hopes to return tb practice by Monday.
revolving door of talent.
AUBURN, Ala.(AP) — The
"There's always somebody
Auburn Tigers were basking in
waiting on their turn," Moses
the preseason expectations and
said
media attention.
s
And Tennessee? Well, eonNational title contenders?
trary to Miles' sentiment, last
They were surely playing the
By MSU Sports Information
season proved too much quarterpart in 2003 — until the season
The Murray State soccer opened with back-to-bach losses
back competition isn't always a
team will hold a blue-gold and the buzz turned ugly.
good thing. The Volunteers
scrimmage on Sunday at
missed a bowl game for the first
Three years later. the Tigers
Cutchin Field at I p.m.
time since 1988 while rotating
are again popular picks to win
"My main goal with this the Southeastern Conference
current No. 1 Erik Ainge and
scrimmage is to see what our title and perhaps emerge as
senior Rick Clausen.
returning fitness level is and to dark-horse contenders on the
Coach Phillip Fulmer brushsee how we have adjusted to the national scene. If only they can
es off last season as "an aberrastyle of play we started to imple- avoid repeating that famous
tion."
ment last spring." said new flop.
"It's not like we're all of a
Racer soccer coach Beth
sudden void of talent,- Fulmer
"Everybody says, 'Auburn.
Acreman said.
said.
they get ranked high and they
The MSU team'will split into don't do so well,— tailback
AP
Neither is Auburn, though.
two squads and play two 30- Kenny Irons said. "We've got to Head
coach
Tommy
Quarterback Brandon Cox
minute halves. The men's team prove a lot of people wrong."
Tuberville and the Auburn and Irons led the league's top
from Mid-Continent College in
The Tigers, who went 8-5 Tigers are favored by most to scoring and overall offense last
Mayfield will play their own after opening at No. 6 that sea- win this year's SEC champi- season. The Tigers are projected
scrimmage at Cutchin Field son, have plenty of company
onship. The Tigers won the to start 12 seniors.
after the MSU team finishes.
They proved in '04 that they
around the SEC in that regard.
title in 2004.
The Racers' fall season
thrive under modest expectaChris Leak wants to prove
begins with an exhibition con- he's a championship-caliber figures, is a good thing.
tions — they got one preseason
"I promise you the competi- vote as SEC champion but went
test at Middle Tennessee on quarterback at Florida, and the
Aug. 19 in Murfreesboro. Tenn. Gators are eager to show they tion at that position will kind of 13-0. Then, the low preseason
MSU's season opener comes on don't need Steve Spurrier to win necessitate great play," Miles ranking helped shut Auburn out
the road on Aug. 25 at IUPUI in a title.
said.
of the national championship
Indianapolis. The squad's home
At Georgia, top prospect game.
"Your expectations if you're
opener is against Indiana State a Gator are to compete for an Matthew Stafford and senior Joe
That won't be a problem this
on Sept. 3 in a 1 p.m. at Cutchin SEC and national title every Tereshinski lead what coach season if they can somehow run
Field.
year," said Leak, who has fallen Mark Richt says is a four-man the tables again. One big advanshort by that standard despite an race for the defending SEC tage: Their presumed toughest
champs.
opponents — LSU, Florida and
impressive career.
The Bulldogs aren't sweating Georgia — are all visiting
inrGeoqia, meanwhile, are trying to overcome the loss of quarterback D.J. Jordan-Hare Stadium.
Tommy
Still,
coach
• 11O
• in • MI .411
III
significant losses and answer.a Shockley and other talented
"
k
ina
IM
•
different type of quarterback players. They certainly sound Tuberville doesn't want another
11-griMP7NOMIII
like a team that's won two of the season-opening fiasco — like
1111111111111•1111.11111••••1111•01•11MII
question: Who's the starter?
Georgia Tech last season and
LSU's JaMarcu,s Russell is last four SEC titles.
"We just reload instead of Southern California in 2003 —
14-2 as a starter, a track record
that might help him fight off rebuilding," center Nick Jones agOnst Washington State spoiling their good mood.
Matt Flynn and redshirt fresh- said.
To defensive end Quentin
"We want to play as a conman Ryan Perrilloux. A little
competition. coach Les Miles Moses, Richt's program is a tender early," Tuberville said.

Pairings announced for
Belles & Beaus tournament

be

Preseason favorite Auburn out
to prove it can handle the hype

MSU soccer
to scrimmage

Lsii
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Mayfield
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
National League
American League
East Division
All Times CDT
W
L Pct GB
East Division
—
68 44 607
New York
W
L Pct GB
55 58 48713 1/2
Philadelphia
—
67 43.609
New York
1/2
52 61 46016
Atlanta
65 47 580
3
Boston
52 61 46016 1/2
Flonda
9
Toronto
60 54 526
50 63 44218 1/2
Washington
Baltimore
51 5444318 1/2
Central Division
47 68 40922 1/2
Tampa Bay
L Pct GB
Central Division
61 52.540
—
W
L Pei
_SL Louis
21)2,
59
55.518
76
Cincinnati
Detroit
38.867_
-55 58,487
6
Houston
67 46 593 &IA
Minnesota
8
53 6469
MiNraukee
Chicago
9
66 46.589
48 65 425
13
27
Chicago
Cleveland
48 64 429
42.
72
36819
1/2
Pittsburgh
40 73 35435 1/2
Kansas City
West Division
West Division
L Pet GB
W
L Pct GB
se 55.513
San Diego
Oakland
62 52 544
Arizona
58 56 509 1r2
Los Angeles
59 55 518
3
58 56.509 1/2
Los Angeles
Texas
57 58 496 5 1/2
3
55 58.487
56 57 496 5 1/2
Colorado
Seattle
sa 60 474 4 1/2
San Francisco
Wednesday's Scores
Wednesday's Scores
Toronto 4, Baltimore 3
Philadelphia 9. Atlanta 3
Texas 14, Oakland 0
Washington 5. Florida 2
Tampa
Bay
0
Seattle 2.
N.Y Mets 4, San Diego 3
Minnesota 4 Detroit 3
Cincinnati 8, St Louis 7
Cleveland 4, L.A. Angels 0
Milwaukee 6, Chicago Cubs 3
N V Yankees 7, Chicago White Sox 6
Houston 14, Pittsburgh 1
Kansas City 5, Boston 4
Anzona 5, San Francisco 3
Today's Gaines
Colorado 3, L A Dodgers 1
L.A. Angels (E Santana 12-5) at
Today's Games
Clevettind (Lee 9-8), 605 p.m
Seattle (Pineiro 7-9) at Texas (Eaton 1San Diego (Young 9-5) at N.Y Mets
(0 Hernandez 7-8), 1110 am
2), 705 p.m.
St. Louis (Reyes 3-5) at Cincinnati
N.Y Yankees (Mussina 13-4) at
(Arroyo 9-7), 11:35 a.m.
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 10-6).
705 p.m
Chicago Cubs (Prior 1-5) at Milwaukee
Toronto (Lilly 9-10) at Minnesota (Silva
(Davis 7-6), 1)05 p.m
Flonda (Sanchez 4-2) at Washington
8-9), 7 10 p m
(Astacio 2-2), 6:05 p.m.
Boston (Sthilling 14-4) at Kansas City
(Hemandez 2-7), 7 10 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Gorzelanny 2-2) at Houston
Friday's Games
(Clemens 3-4). 7:05 p.m.
Baltimore (Loewen 2-3) at Boston
Colorado (Jennings 7-9) at L.A.
(D Wells 0-2), 6:05 p.m.
Dodgers (Billingsley 3-3), 9-10 pm
L A Angels (Saunders 3-0) at N
Friday's Games
Yankees (Lidie 1-0), 605 p.m.
St. Louis (Suppan 9-6) at Pittsburgh
Kansas City (De La Rosa 1-1) at
(Duke 7-10). 6-05 p.m.
Cleveland (Byrd 7-6), 605 p.m
N.Y. Mets (Glavine 12-4) at Washington
Toronto (Burnett 3-5) at Minnesota
(Traber 1-1), 605 p.m.
(Garza 0-0). 710 p.m.
Cincinnati (Lohse 0-0) at Philadelphia
Seattle (Meche 9-6) at Texas(K Wells
(Lieber 4-9), 605 p.m_
1-0), 735 p.m
Milwaukee (Capuano 10-8) at Atlanta
Detract (Vertander 14-4) at Chicago
(Smoltz 9-5), 6:35 p.m.
White Sox (Cootreras 10-4), 7-35 p.m
San Diego (Park 7-6) at Houston
Tampa Bay (Kazmir 10-7) at Oakland
(Pettitte 10-12), 705 p.m.
(Karen 9-9), 905 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Hill 2-4) at Colorado
(Cook 7-10), 8.05 p.m.
Florida (J Johnson 9-6) at Anzona
(HamanriAz
A'Arin m
San Francisco (Cain 8-8) at L.A.
Dodgers (Hendrickson 1-4), 9:40 p.m.

SportsBriefs
II Former Murray High and Murray State kicker Shane Andrus will
get his first opportunity to kick in an NFL game when his Indianapolis
Colts travel to St. Louis tonight to take on the Rams in a preseason
matchup at the Edward Jones Dome. The game, which will be televised
live on Fox, begins at 7.
III The Calloway County Soccer Foundation will be holding its annual Alumni Night on Saturday both the girls' and boys' programs. The
Lady Lakers' contest begins at 5:30 p.m., and the Lakers' match will follow. A concession stand will be open at 5 p.m. T-shirts, flags, foundation
memberships and season passes will also be on say. All CCHS soccer
alumni are invited to play in the contests.

•Titans
From Page 1 13

said Fisher, himself a defensive
back when he played for the
Chicago Bears in the 1980s.
"I had a flashback to the old
days."
ABOUT TIME: With all the
heat at Austin Peay State
University, it isn't surprising
that the Titans finally had a fight
on the practice field. The only
thing unusual is the timing,
coming on the 12th day of practices.
Right tackle David Stewart
and defensive end Kyle Vanden
Bosch tangled briefly at the end
of a scramble by Billy Volek.
They easily were separated, and
play continued.
"That one was bound to happen," coach Jeff Fisher said.,
"We got it under control fine,
and we went back. It's left on,
the field. Those things happen,
and you don't like to see them."
INJURY REPORT: Starting
left guard Zach Piller, who
missed a couple practices last
week with a sore joint that connects the sternum and clavicle,
was taken for tests after having
to leave a two-minute drill
Wednesday morning.

him, his wife Dana and his
brother-in-law and fellow soldier Ben Callaway and his wife.
It was a nice break for Self, who
lost part of his right leg after
being shot last December during
his fifth trip to Iraq.
He talked for a while with
center Kevin Mawae, whose
father served 23 years in the
Army.
They also met coach Jeff
Fisher and quarterback Vince
Young, adding more autographs
to the footballs.
"I grew up breathing football," said Self, a native of
Canton, Ohio, which is home to
the Pro Football Hall of Fame.
"It's hard to track football when
you're in the Army."
So is he a Titans' fan now?
Yes.
'This is cool. This is the
biggest thing Austin Peay (State
University) has done since I've
been here," the alumnus said.
FACE-TIME WITH FISHER: Coach Jeff Fisher spent
minutes
several
after
Wednesday morning's practice
talking defense with his starting
cornerbacks, Adam "Pacman
UMW WOISSOINSIIT;
Jones and Reynaldo Hill. Fisher
Lindy Switor
said that's what training camp is
£ Vim kettykozoifixy
for.
1
to sew as web SuraiNsi
"If one guy is uncertain about
maw ea led*
a technique or a coverage adjustNM Mei Si.• 753-S045
ment and the player initiates the
meeting, then that is good.
TV Schedule
We're trying to make sure
RAW
.00Ur
everybody is on the same page,"

3 p.m.
USA — PGA Tour, The International
first round, at Castle Rocii Colo
•p.nt.
.0.
TOG — USGA. U S Women's
Amateur Championship second and •\
tied rounds. et North Plains Ore
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN — N V. Yankees at Chicago
WM.Sox
NFL FOOTSALL
7 p.m.
FOX — Pmeseson, Indianapolis at St
Louis
TENNIS
0:110 p.m.
ESPN2
ATP Malan Series. ticsaimisl
Cup, round of 16. at Toronto
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
e-mait: sports@murraytedger.com

Paducah Symphony Chorus,
Children's Chorus to audition

[FE

cy

355

PADUCAH, Ky. - The
Paducah Symphony Chorus and
Symphony Children's Chorus
announce auditions for the
2006-2007 season.
The Symphony Chorus will
perform two concerts with the
orclwstra this season; Dec. 9
-"Holiday. Pape:- and a classical subscription concert of the
orchestra March 3, 2007 "0
fortuna". The Symphony Chorus is also planning a tour of
Italy in May, 2007.
—Auditions for—the Sympho:ny Chorus will be held Aug.
26 from 12:30-2 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church in Paducah. Annual dues are $35 per
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singer (fee includes music).
The Symphony Children's
Chorus will perform multiple
times throughout the season
and will present a holiday family program entitled --Twits the
Night Before Christmas" on
Dec. 9.
This ffogram will
feature a visit from Santa Claus,
a short play and the Symphony Children's Chorus will perform some holiday favorites.
Members of the Children's
Chorus will also have the opportunity TO perform with the
orchestra on the March 3, 2007
concert. Other performances throughout the season will be sched-

uled after Sept. I. The Symphony Children's Chorus auditions children in grades 4-8.
Auditions for the Symphony Children's Chorus will be.
held Saturday from 9 a.m. until _
noon at First Presbyterian
Church in, Paducah.. Annual
dues are $90 per student.
Singers interested in either
chorus must register for an
audition time no later than 4
p.m. the day prior to the ached
uled audition.
Please call 270.444.0065 for
more information or to regi,
ter for an audition time.

kee
Photo provided
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A TASTE OF 'STEEL': Ouiser (Faye Austin) and Clairee (Amy Sykes) banter during a
rehearsal for Playhouse in the Park's current show, Steel Magnolias. The show opens
today and runs through Aug. 20. For reservations, call 759-2199.
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When the lights go up on
"Pinstripe Suite" tonight, actor
Jonathan Awori will take the
audience on a guided tour of
the corporate world without ever
leaving the office.
Performances of -Pinstripe
Suite" are scheduled for Aug.
10-12 at 7 p.m. at Murray
State University's Studio Theater on the 3rd floor of Wilson Hall.
Directed by
Lissa GrahamSchneider,
Awori portrays
Hal Mboya, a
middle manager, during his
last hours on
the payroll of
Blancorp. The
Awori
company is in
the midst of downsizing, and
Hal is a casualty of the process.
Though a charming and witty
host, he is compelled to tell
the truth about himself, his
boss, the company, the global
economy.
According to playwright
Constance Alexander,"Pinstripe

Suite" is a one-man show that
is filled with an array of characters and situations.
"As Hal guides us through
the ins and outs of corporate
life," she said, "he brings his
boss, Frank Gleason, to life.
We never actually see Frank,
but by the end of the play we
have a clear picture of him."
Brent Menchinger's lighting
and technical direction help
transport the audience from
corporate headquarters, to the
first Gulf War, to a leadership
training session for employees'
and to Hal's childhood home
in Kenya.
Menchinger, Awori and Lissa
Graham-Schneider are on the
faculty at Murray State University's Department of Theater. Alexander, faculty scholar in Arts & Humanities with
MSU's Teacher Quality Institute, is also an award-winning
writer.
"Pinstripe Suite" originally
premiered at the West Kentucky Playwrights Festival in
1992. Since then, it has been
presented in professional pro-

hitheSpotlight

ductions in New York, Massachusetts and Pennsylvania.
In 2001, it was featured at
Edinburgh, Scotland's Fringe
Festival, and_in2004 it was
presented in Uruguay at the
Montevideo Players Society.
For this production, the playwright has reworked the script
to incorporate details about
Kenyan ,history and culture,
and how they might be reflected in the life of a black man
straddling two very different
value systems.
For more information about
the play, contact Alexander at
753-9279. Tickets for performances August 10-12 at 7 pm
are $5. Reservations are not necessary and proceeds from the
play will be used toward scholarships for MSU students to
attend the Southeastern Theater Conference in Atlanta,
spring 2007.

Photo provided

GLASS PAINTING WORKSHOP: The Murray Art Quild's Summer Youth Series included a Glass Painting Workshop taught by Annette Owsley. Pictured are the students who
participated: front, Nicolas Scott, Elizabeth Houck, Neely Gibson, Hal Bogard, middle
row, Kathrine Hill, Alexandra Page, Madison Houck, back, April Medows, Alex Workman,
Abby Gibson,Destiny Owsley, and Caroline Hill.

Murray'sSourceFor The Most
ik
Up To-DateHomeFashions

service
Division

Free
computer tune-up
Anti% in.* Scan. SynM are Scan. 44,4are
Scan Plus other Meeks to get tour pc in
better shape

Drapery • Specialty Rods • Custom Bedding.
Upholstery • Design Service Available
• New Fall Fabric Books 1.18
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Ky. 42071

753-8708

WKCTC barns to begin
PADUCAH, Ky. — The West Kentucky Community and
Technical College Community Chorus begins a new year of
practice and performances on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Room 109
of the WKCTC Clemens Fine Arts Building.
The chorus is a non-audition performing group open to anyone with a passion for choral singing. Every fall, the chorus
presents a Holiday Concert featuring music from the classic
choral repertoire and popular holiday choral arrangements. In
the spring, the chorus will present a Pops Concert featuring
musical excerpts from a hit Broadway show and other popular choral works
All that is necessary to participate is a desire to sing and
the ability to attend rehearsals on Tuesday nights from 7-9. For
more information, contact Norman F. Wurgler at 534-3219 or
norman.wurgler@kctcs.edu.

DON'T GAMBLE

The October to play 'Welcome Back' concert

PADUCAH, Ky. — The October will play a Welcome Back
Concert at West Kentucky Community and Technical College.
Shane Stearns, a WKCTC Student, will open the show at with
an acoustic set. The concert, in the Clemens Fine Arts Center, is scheduled for Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
The October combines the great sound of British Rock and
1980's new wave with alternative vocals and lyrics. The band
includes front man Dustin Burnett, drummer Aaron Spraggs.
guitarist Ryan Cain and bassist Michael Lloyd. The October
has released two CDs including, Push Me Off the Side of the
Barth and Bye Bye Beautiful. Performance credits include Los
Angeles' Viper Room and New York City's Rothko.
The concert is free to WKCTC students who bring a copy
if their class schedules. General admission tickets are $5.

Your Family's Home Could Be At Risk
No inatter what kind of honw you
live in, it could be attacked by termite,

3nai
ao

$2-3 Billion worth of damage each
year in the USA alone. The most
serious threat your home may face.
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TERMITE & PEST CONTROL

FREE
INSPECTION
No Obligation
Certified Specialist

1-800-2644433
Our Home Office
753-6433 1604121 N.• Murray. KY
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR MDR

PUBLIC NOTICE

1 INVITATIQN
Sealed proposals for the following work will be received by the Dexter-Almo
Heights Water District, 351 Almo Road,Almo. Kentucky 42020, in the manner and
on the date hereinafter specified for the Coles Campground Road Water Main
Project as set forth in the specifications and as shown on the drawings prepared
by and approved by Kim Oatman, P.E under the terms and conditions of this
Invitation.

The Treasurer's Final Settlement for Fiscal Year
2005-06 has been filed in the Calloway County

2,_PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Project consists of the construction of 2.630 ft. of 8-inch PVC, 1,995 ft. of 6-Inch
PVC and 1,475 ft. of 4-inch PVC water main and all related work along Coles
Campground. Brinn Rd and Mallory Lane
3 METHOD OF AWARD
Final award of Contract will be made on the basis of the lowest, responsive and
responsible bid which offers the best value.

4. OBTAINING PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Plans and specifications may be obtained from the Dexter-Almo Heights Water
District, 351 Almo Road, Almo, Kentucky 42020, upon receipt of a check in accordance with the charge schedule below. All checks shall be payable to Dexter-Almo
Heights Water District. (HOURS TO OBTAIN PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS
ARE 8-00 A.M. TO 11:30 AM.'MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY).

Clerk's Office The audit will be available when
completed by the State Auditor's Office.

Advertising Sales
Happy Birthday

Joyce Herndon
Life

Questions about obtaining plans and specifications may be directed to Kathy
Wyatt, Project Administrator, Dexter-Almo Heights Water District at 270)7539101.

Contractors must submit their bid in a sealed envelope and the envelope must contain the following information on the outside lower left-hand corner SEALED
BID: COLES CAMPGROUND ROAD WATER MAIN PROJECT
BID OPENING DATE: AUGUST 24. 2006.AT 400 P.M. CENTRAL PREVAILING

TIME
Bids received after the scheduled closing time for reception of bids will not be considered provided legal and accepted bids have been received on said referenced
invitation.

5 RIGHT TO REJECT
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District reserves the right to reject any and all bids
and to waive all formalities and/or technicalities where the best interest of the
Owner may,be served

begins at

- Position Available The NIurray Ledger & Times has a 1q11-time retail advertism
sales position available immediately.
you have a proven track record in sales, enjoy working with
the public. are motivated to earn, love a challenge and have high
energy - you could he the sales representative we're looking for.
Job responsibilities include working with established local bu‘i
nesws to develop advertising plans and developing new business
accounts in Murray and surrounding areas.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans, salary plus
commission. are all part of an excellent benefit package.

50

Interested applicants must apply by resume only;
Interviews w ill be granted to qualified applicants
AFTER resumes are reviewed. Absolutely no
on-the-spot interviews will be conducted.

So do wrinkles, arthritis,
hemorrhoids, back aches,
leg cramps and liver spots.

10 PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

CONTRACT DOCUMENT FEE
The nonrefundable fee of 825 00 will provide the contractor with one I 1,set of specifications. all addenda, and bidding documents

5 BID SUBMITTAL

LETILIER &TIMES

Have a great
Birthday!

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-T
NIurray, KY 42071
An Equal OppOrtunity Emplo)cr

The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative Migrant
Program is accepting resumes for the position of part-time
Migrant recruiter in the WKEC region.

LPRE-BID CONFERENCE
A pre-bid conference will he held on August 14, 2006 la 400 p.m prevailing central time, at the Dexter-Almo Heights Water District, 351 Almo Road, Almo. KY
42020 Decisions and clarifications discussed at this meeting will be incorporated
into the bid documents by an addendum mailed no later than fivel5icalendar days
prior to bidding

Murray State University Statement of Non-Discrimination
Students parents, employers, and the general public are hereby notified that
Murray State University does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, religion, marital status, age, or disability in employment or the
provision of services, educational programs and activities, and provides, upon
request, reasonable accommodations including auxiliary aids and services neceswary to afford individuals with disabilities an equal opportunity to participate in
all programs and activities
Programs available include • Advertising; Accounting, Business
Administration. Computer Information Systems, Computer Science: Economics.
Electronic Media, Finance. International Business; Journalism. Management.
Marketing; Mass Communication; Organizational Communication; Public
Relations; Telecommunications Systems Management; Office Systems; Career
and Technical F,ducation. Elementary Education, Guidance and Counseling;
Health and Physical Education: Human Development and Leadership.
Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Education. Learning Behavior Disorders:
Middle School FAucation, Child Development, Reading and Writing'. School
Administration; School Psychology. Secondary Education. Vocational Technical
Education; Communication Disorders, Criminal Justice, Exercise Science;
Nursing; Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Management. Occupational Safety and
Health; Recreation and Leisure Services, Social Work, Speech-Language
Pathology; Art; Creative Writing and Literature. English; French, German.
International Affairs, History; Liberal Arta, Music, Music Education; Philosophy.
Political Science; Psychology, Public Administration, Sociology. Spanish,
Teaching English as a Second Language, Theatre. Applied Physics: Biology.
Chemistry, Civil Engineering Technology. Electrical and Telecommunicatiorm
Engineering: Electromechanical Engineering Technology, Engineering Physics;
Environmental Engineering Technology, Engineenng Graphics and Design,
Gmimciences, Graphic Communications Management. Mathematics, Physics.
Wildlife and Coniwrvation Biology. Drafting and Design Technology; Interior
Design, Graphic Communicatioru. Technology, Industrial Technology,
Management of Technology. Mechanical Engineering TI•chnolorr, Manufacturing
Technology, Water Science. Agricultural Science, Animal Technology;
Agricultural Science and Technology', Independent Studiee, General Studies
Admission criteria include. but are not limited to the following For undergraduates an accredited !ugh school diploma or GED. ACT minimum of 18. high
achool class rank minimum of upper half, and a pre-college curriculum, for
transfers a minimum cumulative GPA of a 205) on a 4 00 scale, for graduate students a baccalaureate degree from an accredited college,• minimum cumulative
lpA of 2 75 on a 415) wale, and a minimum combined GRE score of 800
International student.' must also submit official test scores to verify English proficiency or enroll in MSU P English language Institute until they meet the
required level of proficiency For the Internet-based TOEFL, undergraduates
moat have no score below 18 and graduates must have no score below 20 On
the IELTS undergraduates must have a minimum of ,5 0 on the Academic Test
with no band leap than 45. and graduates must have a minimum o(6 0 on the
Academic Teat with no band less than 5 5 Some graduate programs require a
For additional information please contact Annazette McCarie.
higher score
Director of Equal Opportunity, Section 504, ADA Coordinator. Office of Equal
Opportunity. 103 Wells Hall, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071-3318,
270 ist9.3 I Sfs Voice); 12701 809-3381ITDDI

( 001 down with chicken and crab salads at
Sandra D's 94E
?93-3816

Lae and hal
JUST give us•call
wee I 1•• glad to help
Your toyed onsess
try to Md.
Cause es all Nave Furry
or Feathered Frlsod•
Mere in the
ledger• Trines

Call 753-1916

LOST: 12-Year old big

male chocolate lab
disappeared 8A36
wound 5;3( m,
Beech rd. Kirissey
area, wearing orange
collar wA0 tags
Reward. 489-2950,
293-8578. 293-6579
female
LOST:
Mountain Feist White
with black spot on
body Black, tan, white
face Expecting puppies soon Tan collar
293-2833

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we Id be
glad to MO
Murray(Adger &
Thus

270453-1916

060
Mete Wanted

PRACTICAL DENTAL
ASSISTING
We are now accepting
Registration for the
class which begins
September 9th 2006.
You will be trained on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants'
have evenings, weekends and holidays off.
For more information
and registration forms
our
visit
website
WWI!.BohleDental.com
or call our office
(270)442-0256
Enrollment is limited!
Call Today!
060
Help Wanted

A child needs you,
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

County
CALLOWAY
Propane, located at
3040 State Route 94
East in Murray. has an
immediate opening for
Manager.
Office
Applicants with a customer service background a plus Duties
include taking gas
orders, making a daily
deposit and researching customer accounts
Please fax resume to
or
1-270-753-5949
bnng resume to office
for interview.

[1$11Mli
Now accepting
applications. Full
and part time
shifts available.
Flexible
scheduling. All
shifts available.
Health & dental
benefits. Apply in
person Mon-Fri
from 2PM4PM.
EOE
ASE Certified technl
cian needed for auto
motive repair shop
Experience required
baser:
Commission
pay Apply in person al
Harlan Automotive, 408
N. 4th St. 767-0101
ASSISTANT Manager
needed. Will train, must
have high school education or GED. 18
years or older. Full time
openings available in
Mayfield or Murray.
Please apply at Cash
Express in Murray, 310
N. 12th St.
LOCAL motorsports
company seeking
experienced service
manager. Please submit resumes to 1915
St. Rte 94 East.
Murray. KY 42071 or
call Wade at
270-753-8078

The Senior Community Employment
Program contracted by West Kentucky
Allied Services, Inc. is seeking individuals
who are 55 years of age or older to receive
paid training in Ballard. Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton. Graves, Hickman. McCracken. and
Marshall Counties. This program is considered part time with a maximum of 20 hours
per week. To apply. please contact Janna
York or Melissa Parchman at (270)2474046 or 1-800-294-2731.
This Project is funded in part under a contract with the Purchase Area Development
District. the Kentucky Department for
Health Services with funds from U.S.
Department for Health and Human
Services.
WKAS is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

This is a temporary classified position for a minimum of one hundred
forty (140) hours during the months of September, October and
November. A high school or General Equivalency Diploma is required.
Applicants must have good oral and written communication skills in
English and Spanish. Applicants must be able to work non-traditional
hours including nights and week-ends and have dependable transportation. Responsibilities include identification and recruitment of migrant
families according to the guidelines of the Kentucky Department of
Education, Migrant Education Branch. Resumes will be accepted until a
qualified applicant is hired. West Kentucky Educational Cooperative is
an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer.
Send letter of application, resume, and three references to Haskell
Sheeks. Director, WKMEP,420 WelLs Hall, Murray, K1'42071-3318.

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work
early hours.

Serval! Termite Co.
accepting applications for TERMITE
TECHNICIAN.
No expenence
necessary_ Will train
Apply in person. Women
encouraged to apply.
firCL
Termtte 8 Pest Control Co
1604 121N, Murray

270-753-6433
1-800-264-1433

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
Calloway Co. Propane
Gas in Murray has an
opening for a local
propane delivery bobtruck driver and tank
installer. Must have a
CDL-HazMat wiTanker.
Excellent pay, great
benefits. Please call
753-7485 or toll free
for Warren at
1-800-874-4427 ext. 142
or email him at:
swanwyck0upgas.com
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray'
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 600PM.
GROUNDSKEEPER at
State
Murray
University. Full-time
with benefits. High
school graduate, one
year driving tractors of
heavy mowers. Validdriver's
required. Salary $7.37,
per hour. Apply at:
Departmentci
Employment,
1405
North12th Street,,
Murray, KY 42071.,
(located in the Career,
Center).
Discovery
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply,
AA
M/F/D,
EEO.
employment.
NEEDED: dock person
& server, Days only.
Must be able to work
weekends. Immediate
at
opening. Apply
Kenlake Marina No
phone calls!
NOW Hiring housekeeping. Apply in person only. Holiday Inn
Express Hwy 641 N.
Murray
NOW taking applications for
Resident
Assistant
position.
Good pay, great residents, friendly staff.
Must enjoy working
with seniors. Will train.
Apply at Glendale
Place, 905 Glendale
Rd.
PAPA
John's now
accepting applications
for delivery drivers.
Must have drivers
license, insurance &
vehicle. Applications
can be picked up at
Papa John's, Murray.
No phone calls please.

Interested persons
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times'
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY

ml
Full time (2PM-10PM) and part time PRN
positions available. Prefer experienced
CNA, but will train. If you enjoy working
with the elderly, we have a pleasant atmosphere and caring, friendly staff. Apply .
person at Fern Terrace Lodge. EOE

Please No Phone Calls

8-1-06 TO 10-20-06

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIAN
Johnson Controls. Inc.. Cadiz. Kentucky will be
accepting applications for Maintenance Electricians
Applicants must have a working knowledge of me
ufacturing machinery, electncal, hydraulic and pneumatic systems including robotics welding and PLC
logic controllers
Johnson Controls. Inc offers opportunities for
advancement. Excellent benefits package (medical,
dental, vision) Team Atmosphere. 100% Tuition
Assistance. Credit Union. Automotive Vehicle
Employee Discount Programs, 40IK. Paid Holid
& Sick leave
Applications will he accepted x
Murray Career Services

210 Ordway Hall • Murray. Kentucky
Or online: httplilw ww.hopkinsviIle.des.ky.gos

JOHNSON CONTROLS,INC.
Human Resources Manager
An Equal Orporbp•.ri Trtifilissey

•

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR

Wage $8.24 Hr. 3/4 contract guaranteed,
all tools and equip. furnished. Housing
provided for those beyond commuting.
Transportation and subsistence pay,
after 50% of contract completed. Contact
local Dept. For Employment Services.

laking applications

for all positions. Day
& night. Apply in
person at Sonic,
217 S. 12th, Murray.
No phone calls.

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
150
Melba
For Ills
RANDY Thornton Co.
nc, established in
1937, seeking Service
Technicians. Minimum
3 years expenenoe in
commercial &
residential HVAC. Tools
required. Excellent
salary, benefits, and
retirement package.
Send resume to 802
Chestnut St., Murray.
KY 42071.
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REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring or mail
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641 N., Murray, KY
42071.

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 8121! 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system
Arnenca's Top 60 channels
for
only
$19.99/mo. Get your
of
choice
HBO,
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
FUTON bunk bed $80
Call 759-9437 after
6PM
HD Televisions
Come by ,Olympic
Plaza, Mime" see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions.
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by.
Toshiba, Sony. LG,
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
HOT tub/spa. Never
used. 5HP, 20 jets, diglight.
ital,
Retail:
$4,300,
sacrifice:
$1,695. Can deliver.
cell
931-538-9896,
931-278-0303
Jugs 2-wheel pitching
machine, balls, netting,
$1200.
Call 270-527-4359
after 5p.m.
OFFICE desk, washer
& dryer, '92 Cougar,
misc. items. 753-4109
RESTAURANT equipment, household furniture & much more
293-2456
STEEL
buildings.
Factory participation
30x40,
discounts.
150x300.
270-978-0413
for
the
TICKETS
Quartet
National
in
Convention
Louisville, KY. 2 for
9/13/06, 2 for 9/16/06.
753-2153
USED lumber: 1 -1/4x1 3/4x70, yellow poplar.
Excellent fence material. $1.50 per board.
227-8413

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cr

28R country, large
yard, references
759-1837

2,822 sq.ft. office or
retail. 1306 N. 12th.
753-2905 or 293-1480
For Rent

NICE brick house.
2BR, IBA. 5 blocks
from university. New
w/d.
appliances,
$550/mo. plus utilities
arid deposit. No pets
(270)753-2558.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

2) 1 bedroom apart
ments, $250 month
J&L RENTALS
Also,
3
bedroom
house. 227-5737
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
1 & 2 bdr income
Located at 720 S. 4th St.
based apts. No pets.
Leave a message
Now hiring full time
270-436-54%
270-753-1970
service manager.
270-293-6906
1 OR 2br apts. near
Must work weekdowntown
Murray
MURRAY Store and
ends & have open
starting at $200/mo. Lock presently has
availability. Resume
753-4109.
units available.
required. No phone
753-2905 or 753-7536
apts.
3
2,
1,
753-1252
calls, please.
or 753-0606
PREMIER
1,2, & 3BR apts. availSKILLED MECHANIC
MINISTORAGE
able. Please call
Would consider entry
•Inside climate control
753-8221.
level, tools required.
storage
ASE certified a plus but
.1EIR 1 bath washer &
•Secunty alarmed
not required; must be
dryer, $335.
•Safe & clean
willing to take ASE
.2BR, 1 Bath apt, kt,
.We sell boxes1
tests. Send resume to.
appliances, w/d, $435.
•We rent U-Hauls
1040-C,
P.O. Box
753-7559
753-9600
Murray, KY 42071.
1BR, all appliances,
090
Oaks Apts., starting at
Cor[ Pirencii Prop. For Rent
I
$275. Coleman RE
Donuelle 1 Calabar*
759-4118
EXPERIENCED,
2BR duplex, C/1-1/A. 707 South 12th Street
South Center. 1,200
dependable team of
753-8067
sq.ft., 710 sq.ft.
two mothers will
48R 2BA. all appli- 753-1252, 753-0606
babysit in our nonances, central KA. Ask
COMMERCIAL or retail
smoking & pet free
about move-in free
up to 3,000 sq. ft.
Murray home.
days. Coleman RE 750
restrooms,
C/G/H,
Immediate full and
753-9898
parking,
of
plenty
afternoon positions
Rentals
GARLAND
excellent location near
available. Competitive
presentty has 1&2BR
judicial building. 404 N.
rates, excellent referapartments available. 1
4th St. complex.
ences. 753-8576
year lease. 1 month
759-3772.
767-0752
deposit. No pets. Call
SHOP or storage buildHOME cleaning
753-2905
ing. 40'x40', insulated.
services. 227-7129
LIVE Oak Apts.
gas heat, $300 per
HOUSE cleaning, refNewly Remodeled
month. Located at 406
erences available, 20
1BR $290.00
Sunbury Circle. Call
years experience. 8042BR $340.00
Appian=
270-436-2935
1346
3BR $425.00
deposit special
HOUSE CLEANING FRIGIDAIRE washer & $100
Pets & Supplies
for qualified applicants
dryer, excellent condiSERVICE
Office hours 8-2
tioner, $200. 227-1916
Mini
Reg.
AKC
Mon-Fn
G.E. Washer & Dryer
•Herne •Deperideble
puppies.
Schnauzer
Call today for appoint$95.00 for both. Call
• WIN references.
Mother and father on
ment
CALL LINDA H. 270)753-8338
Ready
premises.
753-8221
270-759-9553
August 15th. 492-8519
Large Selection
NEAR university. Like
LOOKING for someone
USED
new large 2BR C/H/A. COCKATIEL birds, 12
to clean your home?
Low utilities. Quiet, years old, $60 each
APPLIANCES
Residential cleaning
family oriented. What Call 270-436-5664
Ward-Elkins
753-3328
services.
you've been looking
DOG Obedience.
on the square
(after 2PM)
for. $420, deposit.
Master Trainer,
753-1713
(270)978-0913
MANDA
Panda's
436-2858
Funcare has openings
NOW LEASING
blooded
FULL
in her home. Looking
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
American Pit Bill Terrier
for children of any age.
We accept Section
ADBA Registered pupGreat at home setting.
8 vouchers.
pies. 753-4330
brown
matching
NICE
One of the cheapest
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
390
&
Chair
Couch,
home daycares. Call
902 Northwood Dr
linelocliiSteMes
Ottoman. $60.00 759753-7031 or 293-5212.
Monday,
1021
Wednesday, Friday.
OPENING in child care
MIXED grass hay
Phone 759-4984.
center for infant & tod$2.25 bale. 436-5442
Equal Housing
dlers on 1st & 2nd
TWH 5 yr. old sorrel
Opportunity
shifts. Years of experigelding for sale. Can
TDD #1-800-648-6056
ence, CPR, 1st aid. COMPLETELY set up.
trail ride all day long!
1/2 acre, $10,500. 753Call for more informaAPTS.
OAKS
RED
$1,200 OBO. 705-3607
6012
tion 489-2699.
Special
$100 Depose
1BR $325
2BR $375
home
16X80 mobile
Call Today!
probCOMPUTER
03 3 bedroom plus
YARD SALE
753-8668.
web
Need
ems?
extras, 3162 Dunbar
1103
pages? Call 873-4346
Rd., New Concord, KY
in Murray.
COUNTY
436-5952
Howse For Rent
NIDM COMPUTERS
1987 Franklin 14x70. 2
CORK
A+ Certified Technician
bedrooms 2 baths, fully
2BR, 1BA, 5 min north
FRIDAY
Service/ repairs
asking
furnished,
of Murray. No pets
759.3556
7-?
Must be $475/mo. 759-4826
$12,000.
moved. 753-8906
SATURDAY
1990 Fleetwood 14x80, 2BR, stove, refrigera7-12
3BR. 2BA. covered tor, w/d hookup. central
A little bit of
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
deck included. Must be H/A, $550 mo. 1 mo.
753-18.13
everything
moved. $8,500. 489- deposit, 12 mo. lease.
No pets. 753-2259,
BUYING junk cars, 2964 or 293-1340
527-8174
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235
2BR. BS Rentals
2004 Clayton 16x80.
BUYING U.S. Sliver
759-4696
Vinyl siding, shingle
coins. 753-1376, 293- roof. 38R 2BA, still like
3 BR, W&D hook-up.
6999
new. 270-489-2525
garage, no pets.
CASH paid for
references required
2005 Champion 16x80.
good, used guns.
1395 Poor Farm
767-9037
38R 2BA, vinyl siding,
Benson Sporting
Rd., Murray
shingled roof, all appliGoods, 519 S. 12th,
3bedroorn foreclosure.
Fri 8/11 • 10-4
ances, wood deck, facMurray
Buy for $5,025 For listSat 8/12 • 9-2
tory warranty, must sell
ing 800-749-8124 Ext.
$36,900,
NO early sales
S021
GOOD used refngera- 270-978-2128 leave
tors, electric ranges, message.
3BR, 1BA, close to
lawn mower, tools,
gas heaters, air condi
MSU. 318-349-5877,
2BR mobile home and
lots of misc
baseboard
tIoners,
270-293-994'
lot. $13,500. 753-6012
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
3 BEDROOM. 2 BATH
land & home package
JUNINcars 11. tnacals. only $39,999!!! Call
Call Lar/y 75.3-3633
731-584-9430

MOVING
SALE

8 foot Slatron poo
table. 2yrs old. $300
270-767-9828
Call
after 5.30P14.
WASHER & dryer.
$150. 227-5506

3 BR, 2 BA DOU&
BLEWIDE land
home package only
$49.99911 Call now!!
731-5944429
RED HOT SPECIAL 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath
only
Doublewide
$26.9951 1 Call nowt,
731-584-9109

EON BEACH
INI-STORAGE
*All Size U
Avails
.Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

PUBLIC AUCTION

For See

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

hur,day, Angola IL aft•SI

YARD SALE
1403
GLENDALE
RD
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
8:00-1:00
2 FAMILY
GARAGE
SALE
170 Edinborough
Dr. West
-Fri& Sat* IMA-?
.bedspread, card
table w/4 chairs,
teak, CDs, DVDs, &
VHS, clothes, cookie
jars, dishware, lace
tablecloths, lamps,
toys
3 FAMILY
YARD SALE
2683 BR1NN RD
(By North
Elementary)
FRI & SAT
7-?
Furniture,
microwave, tools,
cages, linens, lamps,
wire, clothes, jars,
kitchen items, new
items added
Saturday

MOVING
SALE
2813
MIDWAY RD
OFF 641
SOUTH
SATURDAY
AUG. 12TH
8:00AM

GARAGE
SALE
824 S. 9th
Fri & Sat
stereo, clothes,
stuffed animals,

s11641S'; krobenware, dishes,
glassware, furniture, etc.

RsalEstM
All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspape
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national ongin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
not knowingly
will
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."
Haley Professional
Appraising
'Yor what it's worth"
(270)759-4218
LOT for sale: 155x170
approx., in the city.
King Drive $20,000.
Lot for sale: 100x175
approx., in the county
utilities,
city
w/
Trail,
Starview
$19,500.
House for sale: Turkey
Lane 2-3 acres me, 1-2
1 BA,
bedroom,
$65,000. 293-0139 or
753-1500 after 5.

REDUCED! 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 10.5
acres. 1 mile SW
school, heated shop,
horse barn, equipment
shed $199,999
753-9212 753-3992

4 Acres, Beautiful
wooded building site off
of hwy 783. 293-0541
Coles
acres8
Campground area, city
water (approx. 9 lots)
210-3781

1001 Payne Street
4BR, 2BA, hardwood
and tile. 1.800 sc1.-11.
$142.500
753-4076
3 bedroom 2 bath,
totally remodeled, all
brick, 206 Woodlawn
St. $108,000. Jerry or
Carol 767-9476 or
227-5759.
3 bedroom 3 bath w/
24x24
garage.
detached garage. very
nice, east side of town
$124,500.
270-978-1107
3 BR & 3 BA. 278
Camelot Dr. Asking
$137,900. Shown by
appointment 753-5483
or 227-9577
4 BR, 3 BA, 2,900 sq.
ft. home 4 mi. north of
Murray in North Villa.
Huge closets, 2-car
attached garage, large
deck, above-ground
pool, large corner lot.
Selling $10,000 below
appraisal at $196,000.
761-4558 or 293-8E124.
FIXER UPPER
In Murray 4 bdrm, 1
bath, all brick. 10K
OBO. Needs new
Roof. 210-452-4795
For sale by owner
west ky
tsbowestky.com
FOR sale by owner: 3
bedroom brick ranch in
quiet, family neighborhood. Murray school
district. Move-in ready
with hardwood floors
throughout and new
carpet In family room.
Open floor plan w/
large eat-in kitchen.
$134.900. Shown by
appointment only. Call
293-1100
Foreclosure! 3 bed 2
bath, $10,000. For listings 800-749-8124 Ext.
S020
NORTH of Murray in
Estates.
Candlelite
4BR 3BA recently
walk-in
remodeled,
closets, new appliances, 3 car heated
attached garage, large
deck, pool, paved
driveway and attractive
landscaping. 759-9848
OLDER home on 1.6
acres. Great fixer-uppper or rental property.
Located south of Hazel
on Hwy 641. Call 4928514 or 731-247-5737
if no answer, leave
message.
SECLUDED country
charm home next to
Miller Golf Course,
12.25 acres,1 1/2 story,
3BR, 3-Bath, stone fireplace, garage. all appliances, 2.406 sq. ft.
$165,000. 436-2466

Saturday, August 12, 2006 • 10 a.m.
At the home of Mrs. Betty Wilkerson
8892 St. Rt. 121 near L'oldwater, KY
From Murray, KY take Hwy. 121 North through
Coldwater on the right. From Mayfield take Hwy. 121
South to Coldwater. See auction sign on Hwy. 121. Mrs.
Wilkerson is relocating and will sell her household items.
King size bed - bedside table - 3 piece bedroom suite - lamp table,.
bookshelf- table lamps - wall pictures - two rocker recliners - two
park benches - wood cabinet...- what not items - sewing machine open face hutch or secretaryTesk - nice sofa- bar stools - old chitfarobe - 2 drawer file cabinet - patio set - gas cook stove - 2.5 ton
York gas pack like new air conditioner - nice kitchen cabinets - wicker furniture- rocker - metal shelf - old Seth Thomas kitchen clock roll of carpet - old kerosene lamp - radio- upright freezer - frost free
refrigerator - electric cook stove - pots & pans - some dishes - cast
iron pieces - washer & dryer - molds for making porcelain dolls kiln or cooker. Mrs. Betty was going to put a shop at her house if she
had kept her health and had bought and was buying many items
that is still in the box. Lots of merchandise. Will sell a nice portable
building 10'or 12' x 16'. Will sell a 1977 motor by Coachmazi., Home
less than 30xxx miles-on
trimmer - hand and yard
tools - wire cage - nice Werner step & extension ladder - riding lawn
mower - Ford motor on motor stand - used tires & wheels - truck
tool box - child's swing set - games & toys. Many items not listed.
Lunch available. Not responsible for accidents.
For your auction needs phone
DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEA.NE 135-1120
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. 51281 Firm 2333
-My Service Doe,n't (*mit, It Pays"

ti&I!.'' ^-w- '.I. "2:.1

,-'-':IVI

Homes For Sale

(itssourrE AucrioN)

WEST Calloway
County Development
2 new homes (energy
efficient) 1,500 ft living
3 bedroom. 2 baths,
paved streets & concrete dnves, 8 minutes
from Murray, no city
taxes, Landon Hills
Subdivision $105,000
$115.000 wgarage.
210-3781 or 559-2032

NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Sat. /lam 1MIK At 10:00 A.AIL
The Hohlbein Farm" NW Moakley Co. TN
Between Fulton, KY S. Donations, TN
From Fulton Take East State Line Road "TN
Hwy 116" East 6 Miles Or From Dukedom
Take Hwy 116 West 2 Miles To Oak Grove
Church Road, Proceed South 7/10 Mile
A Short Drive From Union City • Martin •Drier*?

9 Acries

11 m1
In 4 Tracts And :ii Combinations

MOO + 'Of Pared Road Frontage
A Beautiful Rolling & Bottom Land Farm
High TORO! Perimeter & Cross Fencing
65 x 120 Llite New Metal Pole Building
06 Kawasaki Vulcan
500, 6 speed. water
cooled, 200 miles. Call
759-4415 after 4:30PM
or all day
2006 Yamaha TTR90,
new, $1,375. 2001
Suzuki RM125, very
nice, $1,250. 435-4041

Tract 1 - 55.1161 Acres - Fele Biro a Weil
Tract 2 - 12.611 Acres - keen Lake
'A Awe Haut SOW'
Tract 3 - 23.505 Acres A Nice Rome
Tract 4- 60.006 Acres Rolling A Bottom=
Buy Any Individual Tract Combination Of Tracts
Or The Entire Property!

WEAKLEY CO FSA FARM # 5628
WITH 127 ACRES OF CROP LAND
Farm Drains Well • Great Production Moeda!
A Good Accessible Location
Auction Will sem sesta At
The Fulton County Club
9307 East State Line Rd
2 Mlles East Of Fulton, KY

'05 Kawasaki Vulcan
1500 Classic. Fuel
injected, water cooled.
Cobra custom pipes,
3,000 miles, $9,500.
767-1664
2003 XLH 883 Harley
Davidson.
Black.
extras, mint condition.
$7,400. 270-345-2438
2001 Yamaha Blaster,
200cc. $1,500. 4928514 or 293-3769

Visit www-inmealiCalatt.corra
For New Survey & Tract Details!
15% Omai WM AMON= Nana Of
$3,000.08 Par Trost& Lek Ileisse he IN nays

R. CASH
AMES
^',;,5 A.„.
. . -.-.....:FATE BROKER

..,::J
C
FANCY FARM KY. 270-623-8466 j
RC TN Lic# 930.Firm #2281 R

Spoil Utility Vehicies
2004 GMC Envoy
Black. 1 year left on full
warranty, 15,000 miles
condition
excellent
after
759-9982
6:00PM.
2003 Yukon Denali.
gray
with
Carbon
navigation.
leather,
Bose sound. remote
start, sunroof, TV, heatseats, chrome
ed
wheels, AWD, 54K
$27,000.
miles,
(270)519-4012
2002 Explorer XLT.
Green with sunroof,
74,xxx, $13,500.
293-5916
2001 Chevy Blazer. 4
wheel drive, 4 door.
power windows, power
locks, 132,000 miles.
$6.500. 293-7447
2001 Chevy Tahoe,
condition,
excellent
champagne, leather,
everything,
power
$12,500.
125K,
(270)354-9973 nights.

361 Candlelite Estates
North of Murray
Sunday, August 13, 2006
2:00-4:00 PM
Bank rep on site.

Used Cars
BUY police impounds.
Cars from $500. For
listing 800-749-8116
ext. N526
Pontiac
1997
Bonneville SE, Special
40 year edition, leather,
everything,
power
loaded. CD. excellent
125K,
condition,
$4.400. 767-0707 or

e 1..111111
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Get Your Yard Sale Kit
And Make Your Event a Success!
17
°41.41
Yith Purchase
ard ale
Ad'

Slop our
foreclosure! Sa% e
our home and/or
credit !oda,. Local
foreclosure experts
can help. 76I-4558.

PRICES31-70

30 words

or less*
TWO story bnck apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer.
$125,000. See listing
#27720 at
verrw.alithelistings.com
270-753-4109.
270-227-1545

,011i.0
10

*Oft/ /
fiben..1/

*
•
111:::****
•
•
11
:
•w
of I

# of
days

words'
$18

$11

•

$16

2

$28

$20

3

$35

,4
Includes all words in ad

Each Kit includes:
• 2 Fluorescent 11" x 14' All-weather Signs

Far lisle

2004 BMW 330xi AWD
Sedan. 27,000 miles,
great for all road conditions. Warranty remaining. Factory
GPS
Navigation, full vehicle
airbags, loads of factory extras. One owner,
No
smoker.
non
wrecks, super safe car.
$29,900. 753-5763 or
293-5019
2000 Maxima in excellent condition.
270-753-5731

CALL JILL OR JULIE AT
753-1916 FOR DETAILS!

• 140 Bright Pre-Priced Labels

• Successful Garage Sale Tips
WEST Calloway
County Development
Lots tar sale in Landon
Hills Subdivision or will
build to suit 210-3781
s59-2032

• Pre-Sale Checklist
• Sales Record Form

1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray
p.m.
Monday-Friday

Office hours: 7:30 a.m. to 5:00

CLASSIFIEDS

6B • l'hursday, August 10, 2006

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
'ADVERTISERS: You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as little as $250 with
one order, one payment. For information,
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
BUILDINGS
•The BRUTE Steel
Arch! 40x40 $9,739
FOB Factory. The "Only
One' with straighter
side patented manufacturing process. Five
building styles to
...• : from! Order
AllAboutSteelBuildings.
corn 303-759-2255
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
•16-unit Motel on Hwy
127 2-1/2 miles from
Jamestown Marina.
Furnished Living
Quarters Room to
expand. Complete turnkey business.
$279,000. 866-3434342.

*High School Exchange
Students in need of
host families. Has own
insurance and spending money Promotes
World Peace! American
Intercultural Student
Exchange 1 -800-SIBLING (1-800-742-5464)
Anew aise.com
*Secret Shoppers
Needed_ Pose as customers for store evaluations. Local stores.
restaurants & theaters
Training provided
Flexible hours. Email/
fee required. Call Now!
1-800-585-9024 ext.
6351
*Sell the Hottest
Product in Insurance
History! $0 Premium
Medicare Advantage
with Part-D Included.
Earn $1,250-$2,000
weekly. No prospecting
or cold calling. Very
high closing. Lifetime
Renewals. Life &
Health License
required. Call 866-2248450 ext. 5018
HOME
IMPROVEMENT
*Dirt Cheap Prices! Log
Cabin Siding $0.89
LFT. 1x4 Poplar
Beaded Ceiling $0.34
LFT. 1x6 Poplar
Flooring $0.50 LFT. 1877-845-9663
wwwgrahamlumberco

BUSINESS
SERVICES

*Driver- Get the
RESPECT you deserve
at Covenant Transport1
With our four different
divisions, we have what
you re looking for. Now
hiring Class-A drivers
Graduate students,
solos, teams, lease
purchase and 0/0 s
Call today! 866-6842519.EOE
*Driver- Home weekends. Flatbed drivers
can earn $950+Week
at PGT. Great benefits
& equipment. Students
with CDL-A Welcome.
Call 866-838-3584
*Driver- Knight
Transportation- "Your
hometown national carrier' Our Red Machines
are now taster! Fastest
pay in the industry. Notough freight. Same
great benefits. Life is
good rit Knight! Call us
and see why. 888-3464639. vnenvknighttrans.com.. Class-A
CDL/ 4 months OTR.
*Driver, Owner
Operators. Regional
freight from Louisville.
$1.25pm average!
Home often & weekends. Lease purchase.
NOT forced dispatch.
Call Max at T&T! 1800-511-0082.

SPORT1NG/SPORTING GOODS

FR4ANC1AL
•$$CASH$$ Immediate
cash for structured settlements, annuities, law
suit, mortgage notes &
cash flows. JG
Wentworth #1 1-800794-7310
FOR RENT
*Find affordable rental
housing on
www.KyRents.org! Free
searching, free listings!
Provided by the
Kentucky Housing
Corporation. Equal
Housing Opportunity,
HELP WANTED
•A Cool Travel Job.
Now hiring (18-24 positions) Guys/ gals to
work and travel the
entire USA. Paid training. transportation,
lodging furnished. Call
today, start today. 1877-646-5050
*CONSTRUCTION
SUPERINTENDENTExcellent opportunity
with well established
Employee-Owned Co
Minimum 10 yrs superintendent exp in all
areas of heavy construction including, but
not limited to, site &
layout work, underground utilities, process
piping. piling, concrete
work, foundations. wall
& building construction
Must work well with
clients & engineers.
ability to coordinate
protect subcontractors
Salary based on
exp (insurance. company stock. bonus & safety incentives) Call
502./367-6151 for
details DRUG FREE
WORKPLACE EOE WF/DN

*Cherry Blossom.
Georgetown, voted #1
public access golf
course of 2004-2005 by
GolfWeek Magazine.
KPGA Section
_
Championship host- • 'No Experience? No
Memberships available. job?? NO Problem!'
CDL Training- Job
502-570-9849 or visit
placement. $740-$940
our website www.cherwk. No money down
ryblossomgolf corn
Lodging. Meals,
TRUCK DRIVERS
Transportation. Hinng
HELP WANTED
in your area today! 1877-554-3800
41 Truck Driving
School. $50.000'Owner Operators: Did
$75,000 1st Yr earnyou average $1.88 in
ings. Training for
your Tractor or $1.41 in
Werner. Swift, CR
your straight truck last
England. Student
week" Our owner operfinancing! Tuition
ators did! Tn-State
Reimbursement! 100%
Expedited 888-320Job placement
5424.
Assistance. 1-800-883*Want home most
0171 Ext.A-50
weekends with more
*Driver: America's
pay? Run Heartland's
Premier Training
Ohio Regional!
Company! CDL License $.45/mile company dnvin 3 1/2 weeks- paid
ers and $1.22 for operfor! Great job. Must be
ators! 12 months OTR
21. Have CDC Tuition
experience required.
reimbursement! CRST.
Heartland Express 1800-553-2778.
800-441-4953
www.heartlandex•Dnver- Are you getting
press.com
a pay increase/ Roehl
drivers have! Practical
route and top 10 pay.
Up to $3,000 Sign-on
bonus. Students and
0/0 Welcome. Class-A
293-4954 Affordable
required. Call today!
carpentry. decks, roofs,
877-774-5313
sagging floors. Call
ewe GoRoehl.com
Greg Collins.
*Driver. Be Home Every 436-2867 Lamb's
Weekend! & 1-2
Professional Tree
times/wk Earn up to
Service Complete
$50.000 first year!
removal, tnmming, etc
Regional flatbed delivAlso Tractor work.
eries Class-A CDL & 6
teanng down buildings,
trailer
months tractor
hauling, gutter cleanexperience req d
ing
Wabash Valley
436-5141 A-AFFORDTransportation. Inc
ABLE Hauling Clean
800-246-6305
out garages, gutters,
ewe vnetonfine corn
junk & tree work

[13v-

2003 Caravan SXT
condition,
excellent
tires/brakes,
new
64,xxx. $13,300
293-0512

1..h.
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing Mulching
land,( aping

•••
IllsI Bohn

Polans
2000
Sportsmen HO
753-5165

01.4rantertil
n Iltsr tnsnr

t. all 75.1-1816
227-0611

2005 Darnell Design
Crappie Class 16-1/2
ft boat. 90HP Evinrucle
NO tech motor. 24 volt
trolling 'motor. CraPPle
reedy. For more info,
call Allen 270-2936701 or 270-753-2097

tions, Passenger programs. Home Weekly,
Weekends. 1 yr.
Recent OTR/CDL-A.
Call Charlie or Kathi.
866-543-1234 Option 6.
or apply Jit www.onlinetransport.corn

us we will hi
glad to hell,
Murray Ledger &
Times

500

270-753-1916

492-8668 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years expenence. Call
Carters
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call .Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Call about our ape
ctsi
293-5438

Ledger St Times

Caseed
BACKHOE &
AAA Hauling
TRUCKING
Clean-up, junk,
ROY HILL
garages, yards. old
Septic system, gravel,
lawnmowers,
white rock.
machinery, tree wort'
436-2113
buy old equipment 41412918•Dozer work & Track
that needs work.
hoe
Free Estimates
Anytime 759-2048
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling
We care about your
\DItl
home Home repairs,
I
‘1 1
roofing,
additions,
• t *limed
. cosi 'ii
decks, floor repair &
• custom doier
coverings, siding.
I-m..1,fill,' ski% lc,:
-FREE ESTIMATES•
Call (270)753-1499 or
Lii311.1 • 9-5-ii4014
(731)247-5464
icrobelson wk net

l

APPLIANCE

REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES.
22 S'FAiLS EXPERIENCT
(270) 226-9398
(270)492-8191

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

CATHY'S
Wallpapenng, Painting,
-and Cleaning.
270-978-0569
DIXON COMPUTER
CONNECTION
(impala Probkm%
• or bui.iness
H
ii.511 pre. I

270-227-I0S7
25 cars

Over 30 years esp.
Sales & lestalladoa

753-7728

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
'for all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
*Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
753-8858
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
'Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal "Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Die"
753-5827

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
ig: firestymp grinde.
wood. Insured.
489-2839.
HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work.
Home: 731-247-5359
or Cell: 731-234-5933

DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in
Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing
*Mobile Homes
*Brick
•All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning
Available
*We Use Hot Water
"Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
i270)627-7176

Nome lepers, Witless
Inrywell & Pointing, Perks Siding,
Pressure Washing ii Roofs
r-

ELECTRICIAN
New Const./Remodel/
Of trouble. Lic. and ins.
WI 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091
IRRIGATION.
Problem solvers of
auto systems. Water
Doctors. 270-293-7878

MIRACLES. Detail
housecleaning construction clean up &
yard work. 26 years
experience.
References. If interested, please call
767-9428 or 227-4796

G&T Homebuilders

Cleaning
THE
Company.
Weekly . commercial
cleaning. Construction,
moving
apartment,
clean-ups. Insured &
Bonded el/ references.
Julie Painter. 705-5516

Joe's Mower Repair
Free pickup/delivery
436-2867

WILL to painting. Int. or
ext. Experienced.
761-3649

Tractor Work
Bush-Hogging,
Dirt work,
Driveways, etc.
Call 436-2594.
Reasonable prices

TRAVIS Asphalt
Waving
•Sealcoating
(270)753-2279
WEST Calloway
County Development
Dozer & Backhoe
work, large & small
jobs,(new septic systems
installed) 210-3781
559-2032

VE THOSE UGLY
BLACK STRFAILS(MMUS)
FROM YOUR ROOF!

(270)437-4999•9704892

'Greater Tuna'comes to Grand Rivers

GRAND RIVERS, Ky.-The
popular stage production of
*Attention
"Greater Tuna" is in Grand
Homeowners: Display
Rivers, for shows on Thursday
Homes wanted for vinyl
*Driver- Small
nights in August (with the
siding, windows, roofs,
Company, Big Pay.
kitchens Guaranteed
exception of August 24, when it
Starting up to 46CPM.
financing! No payment
will run on Wednesday, Aug.
Guaranteed hometime,
until January 2007.
INSTRUCTIONAL
three weeks vacation.
23), according to Bill Minihan
month.
Starting at $99
Lease purchase.
*Attend College Online
of Grand Rivers' Variety! Music,
Call 1-800-251-0843
BC/BS, 6 months expefrom home 'Medical,
Memories & More at the
rience
required. 800'Divorce $195,
'Business, 'Paralegal,
Badgett Playhouse Theater.
441-4271 ext. KY-100
Incorporation $195
'Computers, 'Criminal
"We are really excited about
Your alternative to
Justice. Job placement
*Driver Trainees! Learn
expensive legal fees! 1- assistance. Computer
expanding the entertainment
to drive for Covenant
800-303-1170
provided. Financial aid
Transport. 3 week train- lineup at the theatre. This latest
ncd @insideconnect net if qualified. Call 866ing! $700+/week! 1installment is a comedy that has
858-2121
800-249-8844
been produced around the counEQUIPMENT
www.OnlineTdewaterT
•Dnvers: Class-A CDL
FOR SALE
ech.com
try since 1985. Greater Tuna
Drivers. Immediate
tells the story of a small town in
Sawmills from only
MEDICAL
openings in Louisville &
$2,795 Convert your
Texas
through the eyes of a
Georgetown
areas.
(2yr
*Absolutely no cost to
LOGS to valuable
recent exp required)
small radio station. Two actors
you'!!
All
brand
new
LUMBER with your own
866-270-2665
play the 20 different characters
Norwood portable band power wheelchairs.
www.abdrivers.com
hospital beds and
including the men, women, chilsawmill Log skickiers
scooters. Immediate
also available
'Drivers- Now .38-.40
dren and even the animals! This
delivery. Call Toll Free
www,norwoodindusCPM to start! PrePass, requires 42 costume changes in
qual1-888-998-411110
tries corn- FREE inforMedical, Dental, Vision
ify.
two hours," Minihan said.
mation 1-800-578Insurance, Paid vaca1363 Ext.. 300-N

Nturra

The Variety! Web site notes
that "Few shows have sustained
the longevity and popularity that
Greater Tuna has enjoyed over
the years."
Minihan cited production publicity as describing the "Greater
Tuna" show as "the hilarious
comedy about Texas' third
smallest town. The eclectic band
of citizens that make up this
town are portrayed by only two
performers, making this satire
on life in rural America even
more delightful as they depict all
of the inhabitants of Tuna - men,
women, children and animals.
"By 1985, Greater Tuna was
the most produced play in the
United States with-schools, colleges, community and professional theaters all anxious to add
the hit comedy to their repertoire.
"The popularity of Greater

Tuna has even extended to the
most distinguished home in the
country,
with
Command
Performances at the White
House upon the invitation of
President and Mrs. Bush in 1990
and again in 1991."
Residents should make their
plans now to enjoy this unique
theatrical experience, Minihan
said. For more information call
1-888-362-4223.
In addition to being the home
for the Variety! show, the newly
constructed Badgett Playhouse
will be the host location for
many new events coming to
Grand Rivers.
These include other theatrical
endeavors such as children's
theater, movies, educational
plays for local schools and special one night engagements by
performers and groups from the
local and national stage.

Minihan added.
In addition to theatrical events,
it will also be used for conventions, private rentals for weddings and receptions and seminars for both business and educational applications, he said.
The Playhouse is a 6,000
square-foot facility located on
J.H. O'Bryan Drive in Grand
Rivers behind the existing
Welcome Center. It has a modern state-of-the-art sound and:
lighting system (including mov-.
ing light fixtures). The auditorium is acoustically designed for
the highest in sound and show
quality, he said.
The 285-seat Playhouse is
designed as a multi-use facility.
The auditorium structure is,
designed with seven ten-foot,
plateaus with three rows of seating on each.

NewWave is new cable TV provider in area
On August 1, 2006, NewWave
Communications
formally
assumed responsibility from
Charter Communications for
providing cable television service in this area.
This acquisition, which has
been months in the making,
means that, starting in August,
cable customers will begin
noticing that all correspondence
for their cable television will
reflect the the NewWave name,
logo, billing address, etc.
NewWave Communications, a
communications services company, is family owned, family

oriented and has been involved
in the cable industry since its
inception.
According to James Gleason,
of
CEO
NewWave
Communications. "This acquisition is very exciting for us. For
the past 25 years, we have
focused our efforts on serving
smaller and mid-sized communities just like our home town,
Sikeston, Missouri. We think
people who choose to live in
small towns should have the
same access to technology as
people who live in bigger
cities."

Not only does New Wave
Communications offer digital
cable television, but in most
areas they also offer high speed
Internet and local and long distance telephone service.

Gleason also noted that
NewWave takes a local
approach to business and looks
forward to being a real part of
these new communities.

In addition to these products,
NewWave Communications will
soon be introducing new products like High Definition televiDigital
Video
sion
and
Recorders(DVRs).

"We invite our new customers
to stop by our local office or call
anytime....and we hope that
they will consider us their neigh-

"Our goal is to deliver world
class service to our customers
and we're committed to continual improvement to achieve this
goal", said Gleason.

Horoscope
come up

with

answers and

ideas. Know that anything is
possible.

Relax

with

the

moment. Tonight: Be a duo.

more of what is going on with

questioning. You act as if you are
100 percent sure. Taking a per-

you. However, they

have a

strange way of asking, which

sonal inventory could make a big
difference. Think
positively.

Realize you really don't need to

Tonight: TGIF.

answer to this person. It's your

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You easily could decide to

call. Tonight: Go along with
someone else's plans.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

***** You might not realize
how important your presence is
in other people's lives. If you
veer in a different direction, you
are likely to

hear about it.

Choose your words carefully.
Actions speak. Tonight: Ever
playful.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your creativity peaks in
an unprecedented manner. Don't
try to harness your imagination.
Rather, go with it. Your lively side
comes

ARIES (March 21-AprI1 19)
*** Take time to understand

Tonight: Break patterns

hobby you might like to develop

being a scholar or a philosopher

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Work with someone

your inner voice might do some:

could put you on the defensive.

sary so you can escape work
and enjoy the next few days. Try
workshop, perhaps involving a

be happier. Tonight: Head home.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** What you say carries a
punch. Though you get results,,

issue Get done what is neces-

a new adventure Sign up for a

your role in a problem. You will

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Others want to know

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

where others are coming from

NewWave Communications,:
headquartered in Sikeston, Mo.,:
serves over 90,000 customers in
the Midwest and Southeast,
United States.

ill WOMBS BRUIT

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for for a day. You might be pleased
with your insights. Tonight:
Friday, Aug. 11, 2006:
You definitely want to work Vanish quickly. Take some priwith others on an individual vate time.
level. Sometimes people can be TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
quite hard on you and make ***** Aim for much more of
demands. Prioritize friends and what you want. A positive attiloved ones (but don't let them tude will take you far. Someone
know!). You will be able to you work with closely could be
make clearer decisions as a difficult or touchy. Know when to
result. Sometimes confusion pull back and say enough. A
surrounds you. Through clearly meeting puts a smile on your
identifying what is important face. Tonight: Where the party
you will feel more in control. starts.
Some of you might go through GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
an identity crisis, while others **** You are pushed into a
responsibility,
of
could have problems with work position
and daily life. Is a change in whether you want to be there or
order? If you are single, a very not. Your intellectual patterns
special person will be entering help define situations. Others
your life in 2007. If you are want you to help them interpret
attached, you need to give your recent events. Help them think
sweetie the benefit of the doubt. through a situation logically.
You don't always understand or Tonight: A force to be dealt with.
hear this person well. Spend CANCER (June 21-July 22)
plenty of time together. PISCES ***** Take an overview and
adores you.
refuse to get pulled into a moot

Being active doesn't allow you
much time for contemplation Try

bors....because we are."

out. Think

positively

about a loved one. You don't
have to buy this person's affection. Tonight: Ever playful.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Pressure builds. The prob-

directly. As a team, you will

lem might involve property, family and/or a domestic issue. You

accomplish a lot more. Creativity
builds off of each other You

also could be giving mixed messages unintentionally. Realize

act as if there is no tomorrow,
Living your life to the fullest is
good, but not at the cost of having to deal with the ramifications
later. Distinguish what is worth
the trouble. A friend roots you on.:
Tonight: Treating again?
•

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You are personality
plus. Don't hesitate to zero in on
what you want. You might want
to displace someone in authority
who appears to be a hassle.
Pressure builds to a new level.
You can handle it. Tonight: As
you like.

BORN TODAY
Wrestler Hulk Hogan (1953),.
inventor of Apple II Steve
Wozniak (1950). author Alex
Haley (1921)
•••
Jacqueline BIgar Is on the
Internet at http://www.jecgueIlnebigarcorn.
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111 years ago
lost to Central Illinois in the
Published is a picture of Sid championship game of the SouthEasley, chairman of the Mur- eastern Regional Pony League
ray State University Board of Tournament.
Regents, administering the oath
Births reported include a girl
of office to new regents, Derek to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Ford,
Somerville of Murray and Mar- Aug. 2, and a girl to Mr. and
ilyn Reed Buchanon of Grand Mrs. Nelson Waldrop, Aug.. 4.
Rivers.
40 years ago
Jerry Joseph will be the speakThe Calloway County Fiscal
er for the gospel meeting at Court yesterday approved a
Kirksey Church of Christ Aug. retirement plan sponsored by
11-13.
the state of Kentucky which
Births reported include a boy thus far has about 80 counties
to Shawna and David Darnall, participating.
Aug. 5.
George Hart, president of the
Sue Taylor and Mary Bain Bank of Murray, has been named
were winners of the Betty Shep- to the Sponsors' Committee by
ard Memorial Golf Tournament Gov. Edward T. Breathitt for
played at Oaks Country Chib. the 32nd annual Southern Gov20 years ago
_emirs' Conference Sept_ 18-21
Published is a'picture of Dr:- --at Kentucky Dam Village State
Jack Rose,superintendent of Cal- Park. Gilbertsville.
loway County Schools, and WalFrances Taylor and Rex
ter Byars, chairman of Calloway Farmer Galloway were married
County School Board, discussing July 9.
an item of businesses at a spe50 years ago
cial meeting of the board.
The construction of a new
The first reading of an ordi- bridge over Clarks River on the
nance levying a city f Murray New Concord Road is progresstax rate of 37.09 cents per $100 ing with the supports on which
valuation was approved at a the roadway will be placed are
meeting of the Murray City about half complete.
Council.
Larry Rhodes of Calloway
Births reported include a boy 4-H and Larry Suiter of Murto Janice and Charles Foust and ray Training School Chapter of
a boy to Jacquie and Robert Future Farmers of America, were
Foster, Aug. 7.
among those attending the Amer30 years ago
ican Institute of Cooperation
All Calloway County Schools held at North Carolina State
will open Aug. 18 for the fall College, Raleigh, N.C.
term, according to Supt. Jack
Roy Starks presented a proRose.
gram on "Archery- at a meetDistrict Gov. John H. Ewing ing of the Murray Rotary Club
Jr. of Greensburg was guest held at the Murray Woman's Club
speaker at a meeting of the House. He was introduced by
Murray Rotary Club.
Dr. William Pogue, program
Murray Pony League Team chairman for the meeting.

Todaylnllistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Aug. 10,
the 222nd day of 2006. There are
143 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 10, 1846, Congress
chartered the Smithsonian Institution, named after English scientist James Smithson, whose bequest
of $500,000 had made it possible.
On this date:
In 1821, Missouri became the
24th state.

In 1874, Herbert Clark Hoover,
the 31st president of the United
States, was born in West Branch,
Iowa.
In 1921, Franklin D. Roosevelt
was stricken with polio at his
summer home on the Canadian
island of Campobello.
In 1944, during World War II,
American forces overcame remaining Japanese resistance on Guam.
In 1948, Allen Funt's "Candid
Microphone," later titled "Candid
Camera," made its television debut
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COMICS / FEATURES
Abuser's'desire to apologize is
another form of manipulation
DEAR ABBY: 'Distraught women seek restraining orders
in New Jersey"(7/12), who stat- against their assailants because
ed that he was in an abusive they want protection, not apolorelationship for about a year," gies. Restraining orders are
made himself sound more like also a means by which a victhe victim than the perpetra- tim tells her batterer that the
tor of domestic violence. His relationship is over.
comment that he "enrolled in
Domestic violence perpetraan
anger tors are cunning and often use
management treatment as a means of manipclass" after ulating their victims back into
being arrest- a relationship.
ed
"Distraught in New Jersey"
for
domestic needs to understand that the
violence completion of a program, even
also reflects when the restraining order has
a lack of eapired, does to give him the
personal right to contact:the woman he
Dear Abby resRonsibff- -PreViouily . victimized. If he
ty for his does, he could Once again find
crime. Per- himself in the slarntner. -By Abigail
petrators MICHAEL GROETSCH,PROVan Buren
rarely,
if BATION OFFICER, NEW
ever, voluntarily "enroll" in ORLEANS
MUNICIPAL
such programs. They are man- COURT
dated by the courts.
DEAR MICHAEL: Your
I also take exception to his letter is important, and thank
use of the term "anger man- you for writing it as a wakeagement." Spousal abuse has up call not only to perpetralittle to do with stress or anger, tors of domestic violence, but
and everything to do with sig- to victims as well. As you so
nificant character flaws and aptly stated, domestic violence
psychopathology. I should note is not about the inability to
that such men rarely beat any- control one's temper; it is about
one but their wives and girl- control over the victim. In the
friends. If their aggression was case of "Distraught in New
rooted only in "anger," the Jersey," if he succeeds in conviolence would be directed at tacting his victim "to apoloeveryone.
gize," he will be in violation
The abuser's statement that of the terms of his restrainhe wants to personally con- ing order, and if he does so
tact and apologize to his vic- after it expires, he could be
tim, who had a restraining arrested for trespassing or stalkorder issued against him, also ing. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Speaking as
reflects his denial and manipulative qualities. Battered a criminal defense attorney
who handles domestic violence
cases on a regular basis, I
must warn "Distraught in New
on ABC.
Jersey" not to contact his vicIn 1969, Leno and Rosemary
tim!
LaBianca were murdered in their
The police and the courts
Los Angeles home by members
take
these orders very seriousof Charles Manson's cult, one day
"Distraught" -- or any
If
ly.
after actress Sharon Tate and four
other reader, for that matter other people were slain.
- is the defendant in a restrainIn 1977, postal employee David
Berkowitz was arrested in Yonkers, ing order, he should have not
N.Y., accused of being "Son of contact in any way, shape or
Sam," the gunman responsible for
form, with the plaintiff, or he
six slayings and seven woundstands a very real chance of
ings.
being charged criminally.
I have had clients charged
for doing something so simple as sending a birthday card,
or merely being present at the
-RAE KW T114 1011TE YoU to
same high school graduation,
- 111E 1-1ARP.0.8f 51olze,
C70 I0
as the person who holds the
i2ClaaJO pte10 aitui6c iAYm!x1C).
order. Is this unfair? Perhaps,
but it is the law and must be
obeyed.
So, "Distraught" should
complete his counseling, obey
the order, and realize the best
apology is letting his former
girlfriend get on with her life.
-- CHRISTOPHER S. TODD,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
DEAR CHRISTOPHER: I
couldn't agree more.
•••
I UNDERSTAND
go YCXJ MINO
IF I HOLD ON
70 IT FOR
ANOTHER
MIN-JTE
OR SO"

known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear

DEAR DR. GOTT: Please
tell me if I am being overly
concerned about this. I am a
healthy 66-year-old female who
works out at a women's spa.
There are eight machines used
in a circuit. In my experience,
the management doesn't
sanitize the
machines
regularly.
I
have
asthma and
am subject
to attacks of
bronchitis
caused by

monary Disease."
DEAR DC GOTT: In
response to a recent column in
which a woman of 52 was
complaining of pain in her
breasts since her hysterectomy
and breast reduction, I'd like
to share a soluuon to a simi-

lar problem.
Following early menopause,
I had such tenderness in my
breasts that it hurt even to roll
over in bed. I went to a surgeon and asked him to remove
my breasts because they were
so tender. His response was
wonderful. He told me if I
eliminated the "brown bean"
Dr. Gott
from my diet, my pain would
Since I am' go away. [told him that I didBy
susceptible n't drink caffeinated beverages,
Dr. Peter Gott to respirato- but he said that caffeine did
ry infections, I carry sanitiz- not matter. I should stop drinking sheets with me as I work ing colas, tea (herbal teas are
out and wipe off each machine fine), coffee and (horrors)
before I use it. I realize I can chocolate. When I followed his
come into contact with bacte- advice, the pain went away.
ria almost anywhere, but I This also worked for a friend
believe the exercise machines with whom I shared the advice.
are a real source of infection. Now, I must confess I do cheat
Should I continue to use the and drink a cup of coffee every
sanitizers, or should I ask man- few weeks, and I nibble on
agement to sanitize the machines chocolate from time to time,
more often, or both? Other but overall, the relief is well
women don't seem concerned. worth the sacrifice.
DEAR READER: BronchiI hope that this brings a
tis and other pulmonary infec- similar relief to your other readtions are caused by inhaling er.
viruses and microbes. Such
DEAR READER: All the
infections are not spread by foods the surgeon asked you
touching contaminated exercise to discontinue contain caffeine;
equipment. You are probably therefore, it seems the caffeine
getting exposed to more bac- may matter. Also, tea and colas
teria when you handle money, don't come from a bean, so
go shopping and touch door- I'm not sure what is meant by
knobs.
"brown bean" in this context.
I suggest you discontinue However, this seems like an
your sanitization routine, enjoy inexpensive solution that other
your exercise and wash your readers might find useful as a
first step and is certainly more
hands after your workout.
To give you related infor- acceptable than breast removal.
mation, I am sending you a Thanks for writing.
copy of my Health Report "Pul-

ContractBridge
Fast dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.

NORTH
+63
VAQ

•KJ 10
•A K i 10 52
WEST
EAST
+974
•AQJ82
•K 9 4
1110 7 6 5 2
•8 6 4
•A 5 3
+87
+96
SOUTH
•K 105
•J 83
•Q. 9 7 2
4Q 4 1
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
Dble
Pass
Pass
1+
Pass
3 NT
Pass
1 NT
Opening lead — nine of spades.
The key to success in many deals
lies in visualizing what the situation
will be ales-. say, nine or 10 tricks
have been played.
This is not as difficult as it might
seem. To illustrate, consider this deal
where South is in three notrump.
Declarer allows East's jack of
spades to hold the first trick, and Fast
then exits with the ace and another
spade to the king, dummy discarding
a diamond. At this point, South can
count eight top tricks — six clubs, a
heart and the spade already won.

In other circumstances, declarer
might try driving out the ace of diamonds or attempt a heart finesse to
des•elop his ninth trick. But either
approach would be foolish here
because East is virtually certain to
hold both the king of hearts and ace
of diamonds for his opening bid. A
trick for East in either of these suits.
plus his remaining spades, would
spell immediate defeat for declarer.
However, the fact that East is
marked with these cards can be used
against him. With three tricks already
played, South should try to picture
what East's hand will consist of after
six rounds of clubs have been
cashed, reducing everyone to four
cards. •
Since East has to keep a guard
for the king of hearts, his last four
cards will be the K-s of hearts, the
ace of diamonds and a spade, in
which case the contract cannot be
defeated.
Declarer therefore cashes all six
clubs. East discarding two diamonds,
a heart and a spade. Dummy's
remaining cards are the A-Q of hearts
and K-1 of diamonds. A diamond is
now led.
East wins with the ace and cashes
his good spade, but is then compelled
to concede the last two tricks to
dummy's ace of hearts and king of
diamonds, giving South his game.

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
C2006 King Fczturrs Syndicauc Iv
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also

Exercise equipment
not a health risk

Abby at www.DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.
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1 Jetty
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9 Invoice no
12 Latin I verb
13 Suffix for silver
or brass
14 ttinerary word
15 Good buy
16 Parroted
17 Shade tree
18 Operate a ferry
20 Knocks down
22 Hit the sack
25 Spanish painter
27 Wrestler's grip
28 Wool'
29 Hockey venue
33 Gross!
34 Sports 'zebra"
35 Grassy field
36 Refresh tie tern
38 -- Girls"
39 Ring out
40 In a frenzy
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48 Running shoe
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22 Carpenter's
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NEW YORK (AP) - "We're
in the presence of the new,"
the menacingly eloquent Al
Swearengen of "Deadwood"
says during one recent outburst. He is talking about the
interloper George Hearst, but
he might as well be referring
to just about everything around
him.
From its first episode in
2004, the 'Deadwood' universe
has remained obsessed with the
new — the bumpiness of innovation and its uneasy relationship with ancient ways. In
short, it mimics America, land
of never-ending novelty.
Now, as David Milch's HBO
series winds toward its unsettling end this month, it becomes
ever more_ obvious that the
show is, beyond anything else,
about one of the early 21st
century's most urgent issues —
the rise of a confusing, overwhelming media society where
little is as it appears.
The town — "the camp," they
call it, ignoring encroaching civilization — is a roiling landscape of confounding communication. Its denizens are realizing they no longer live on
an island and must deal with
the larger world.
Sound familiar? We've heard
a lot of this in America since
that jumbled morning in September 2001. And it's no coincidence that this Western —
like so many of decades past
— is as much about Us Now
as it ever was about Us Then.
"Deadwood" is deeply suspicious of the very mass media
that gave it life.
A.W. Merrick, the highminded, hypocritical editor of
the Deadwood Pioneer, is portrayed by Jeffrey Jones as an
insider's outsider — a man
who, even in the 1870s, is
grappling with the notion that
there are quicker, sexier ways
to obtain information than his
extremely local newspaper.
"We are swept up, are we
not, by the large events and
forces of our times," Merrick
says impotently. Far more in
step is someone like Charlie
Utter (Dayton Callie), whose
shipping business is riding the
wave of the future-.
Swearengen (Ian McShane),
meanwhile, watches from his
perch on the balcony of his
Gem Saloon as new telegraphrelated contraptions rise. b4msages from invisible sources,"
he spits, recognizing their threat
to local power and control, his
in particular.
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faces insinuations that became
all too common in America —
namely that he represents a
tentacle of a larger conspiracy
of control.
tify with Bullock and his
anCan it be coincidence that
the ultimate force of evil in
"Deadwood" is Hearst, patriarch of a clan synonymous
with what many consider the
birth of Information Age tyranny? But in the emergent society of Deadwood, and in our
own, isn't his kind the most
potent threat of all, the breed
we absolutely must learn to
understand?
"Those who know how to
negotiate the old, the new and
the between," Sean O'Sullivan
writes in another "Reading
Deadwood" essay. "are the ones
who survive."
the town.
True then, truer today.
And there is the new bank,
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In the second and third seasons of "Deadwood," this theme
became more pronounced with
the arrival of fresh stagecoaches, each containing a new
metaphor for the outside world
— and, more often than not,
a new challenge.
On one coach arrives a
"velocipede," a precursor to the
bicycle, which represents the
debut of modern consumer
invention in Deadwood. Its
owner, barkeeper Tom Nuttall,
rides it publicly to initial success until a follow-up ride plays
a role in the death of Sheriff
Seth Bullock's young stepson.
On another coach arrives
Jack Langrishe (Brian Cox),
an actor and the harbinger of
a troupe from back East that
wants to establish a theater in
town — the representation of
modern popular culture as
another force descending upon
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